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Hoffman
speech
canceled"
'

.

by Mike Griffin
Future afaff

The Abbie · Hoffman speaking
engagemept, scheduled for April 6 in
the UCF gymnasium,. has been
canceled due to lack of funds, ac·cording to · Student Center Administrator Jimmie Ferrell
Ferrell Said the Speakers Committee budget could n9t afford the
. $4,600 fee requested by the 1960s
revolutionist.
"It would be ridiculous to spend$4,000 now when we spent $4,000 on
G. Gordon Liddy/' Ferrell said. He
added that the total ·budget for the
committee is only $9,000.
"We .had a good draw in Liddy,"
Ferrell said. "The ideal ·s ituation 'is
Brian LaPeterlFutare
to have- one large draw and a series
of small~r, less expensive shows."
Ferrell listed the recent victimless
crime seminar, sponsored by the
Without benefit of a shoehorn, 106 UCF students crawled, leaped and were tossed onto a specially
Department of Public Service Adbuilt
waterbed to break the world's record of 87 people on one waterbed at oile time. What was that, Mufministration, as an example of the
fy?
"Three-deep,
three-deep!" Nice frog imitation, Muffy.
smaller . engageme1:1ts the Program
and· Activities Council could spon- L-----------~--!"""__;~--------------------------
sor.
"It's unfortunate tliat · we can't
have both, but if we went ahead with
the Hoffman thing we would have
very few dollars to work with over
the summer," Ferrell added.
of both the South Orlando and
season, Chandler said.
Ferrell said he did. not attend the by Mike Griffin
Daytona
Beach
Resident
Campuses
Future
afaff
·
Chandler added that each Pep
PAC meeting when the decision was
"failure
to
follow
proper
for
Band
member was to receive $17 per
made to schedule Hoffman. "I found
The
bud.get
of
the
UCF
Pep
Ban~
budgetingprocedtires.''.
(Futrire
Jan.
·game,
however, the members also
out about ·it when I read it in· the
was
frozen
last
week
because
it
fail29)
receive
class credit for playing in the
paper,'' Fer~ell said. He added that
ed
to
comply
with
the
agreements
of
The
Pep
Band
freeze
came
as
a
band.
Chandler
said it is against
PAC needed to finalize all contracts ·
its
Activity
and
Service
Fee·
s
result
of
its
failure
to
perfo~
at
all
University
rules
to
receive both pay
before advertising any events.
tion,
according
to
student
body
of
the
UCF
basketb~
~
s
home
and
class
credit
for
on
campus work.
Hoffman is still serving a jail
·_games. Chandler s~d that the Pep
Chandler said the freezes are not
sentence for possession ofcocaine, a President George Chandler.
The Pep Band is the third budget Band was to be paid $3,800 of ASF punitive measures, but a means to
charge that kept him on the run for
freeze
Chandler has issued in the money to perform at all home "keep things constant·until we can
8.lmost a decade.
past t~o weeks.
games. The band h~_~__pla~~ at fo~ look into the situatio~."
Chandler earlier froze the budgets of 13 home games -thus far this
Abbi~, page 16
Frozen, page.15

a

Piling for Guinness

·Another ASF budget -frozen
anoca-

Forty student athletes lost to 2.0 GPA rule
by Michael Lafferty
Future 1faff

· A new academic rule under the
semester system has meant
withdrawal for up to 40 student
athletes at UCF, and coaches lament
that things look even bleaker for the
future.
The failure of these athletes came
about partly because of the elimination of an academic warning, which
was used under the quarter system.
An athlete whose overall grade
point average fell below a 2.0 receiv~
ed academic warning and then
academic probation if his grades did
. not improve in the following
quarter.
Now, with semesters, a student is
placed on academic probation-not
warning-immediately after his
· grade point average falls below 2.0 .

The student must" then achieve a 2.0
or better in the subsequent semester
or he is withdrawn from school.
Meri's head basketball ·coach,
Eugene "Torchy" Clark, was one of
the hardest hit by the recent rash of
failing students. Three of his
starters were declared ineli~ble to
play because of grades.
Football, however, was not affected .by this recent student
athletic failure. Those who were on
probation during the fall coUid play
under present rules, but according
to head coach Don Jonas, seven to
eight starters wiµ not see action
next year unless they bring their
GPAs to 2.0 while attending.junior
college this semester or in the summer. "We have the rest of the year
for these kids to pull up their GPAs
to acceptable fuµits," said Jonas.
. "It didn't hurt us as ~uch as the

mid-year sports.''
Head basketball coach Bill Moon
said he lost six players to academic
disqualification, adding he usually
has only one or two cases per season.
Moon speculated that the increase
could have been. caused by . the
· longer term, resulting in a
''semester burnout.''
UCF athletics may be hurting
now, but things could get even
tougher ·in July, when additional.
standards are implemented.
· For instance, once on ·academic
probation, student athlete will immediately be declared ineligible to
play until his GPA is raised to a 2.0
or better.
·
Also, this academic probation rule
may affect a special admittance program for athletes and other students
and could have long-range effects on
recruiting.

a

With the present special admittance program some students are
admitted with GPAs below university requirements. These athletes are
free ~ compete even if admitted
under academic·probation.
In contrast, the new standards in
July will prohibit specially admitted .
players from competing, and
coaches say this will hinder recruitment 'efforts.
.
Bill Goldsby, athletic department
business manager, said that until
some sort of special tutoring program or study halls are set up for
specially admitted athletes, he will
not personally approve any more
special admit students .
Goldsby said he doesn't think it's
fair to admit these students into college pressures · unless concessions
are made to assist them.
GPA, page 4
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Captain

.............................
AT A GlANCE

-D's.

EVENTS

®

seafood 8
hamburgers
••• like you like it!

Beta Alpha Psi (Student Accounting Society) will provide volunteer income tax assistance on campus outside the Bookstore and AD t;>uilding
from feb. 8 to April 2.
Helpers will be. available on Mondays and Wednesdays from 11 a.m. to 2
~~

.

They will handle forms: -.1040A, 1040 and simple schedule A's. Questions
·
are welcome.
. Beta Alpha Psi (Student Accounting Honor Society) will hold a fund·
raising event at the Shakey's Pizza on Highway 17-92 on Feb. 10, 6 to 9 p.m .

•••

J)ob Crawford, of Merrrill Lynch, will speak about "Investment Opportunities in the '80s" before a meeting of Delta Sigma Pi, the business fraternity~ on Feb . .10. 1'ie meeting will be held at noon in ED Room 322. All are
welcome.

• ••

Joan Schlottmann of Stromberg-Carlson and the American Society of

Captain
D's.
_Seafood

•

Women Accountants will speak at the Student Accounting Society Feb. 11
meeting. The meeting will be held at noon in PH Room 11. All are invited.

•••

There will be an assertiveness training workshop on Feb. 11, 1 to 3 p.m. in
ED Room 341. The workshop is spon's ored by the Special Services and
Counseling and Testing Center and is free to all students.
For further information, call Yvette Harris, X-3327 or Madeleine Rice,
X-2374.

•••

•

I

Student
1•.D. Card

10414 HWY. 50 E.
WINTER PARK
10% DISCOUNT
PRIVILEGE
6027 W. COLONIAL
· ORLANDO
1375 S. SEMORAN BLVD.
. ORLANDO

On ~eh. 11, at 7:30 p.m. the Orange County Bar Association will sponsor
a forum on tax law. Admission is free and open to the public. Topics to be
covered include unusual and seldom-used deductions, changes in the tax
law, and taxes for small businessmen. The forum will be held at the Loch
Haven Art Center.
-

• ••

Any junior, senior,· or graduate student interested in joining Kappa Delta
Pi, the Education Honor Society should stop by ED Room 125 and pick up
an application. This should be completed before Feb. 12.

••• ••

The annual Intramural Racquetball Tournament will be held Feb. 12
through 14 at the UCF courts. The tournament is open to all UCF students,
and and
staffwomen.
with levels of competition
to choose from : men's "A",
.,.__ _ _ _ _ _......,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __._ _ _ _ _ ___, faculty
men's "B",
There is no entry fee but all entries must be in by noon, Feb. 12 when the
tournament draw will be completed. Entry forms are available at the Office
of Recreational Services.
•

•••

Beginning Feb. 11, the. swimming pool will be open on Thursdays from
3:00-5:00 p.m. and Fridays from 2:30-5:00 p.m. -until the spring break,
when the pool will then open full-time .

•••

Students must have a ticket for admission to the UCF vs. Rollins basket- '
ball game Feb. 12. Student Government will distribute 1,400 free student
tickets on Feb. 10. Call Centralized Services, X-2060, for details .

•••

UP 1os25 OFF!

SILADIUM®COLLEGE RINGS
NOW ONLY

s

95

We've got what you want-a handsomely styled selection
of college rings at a price you can afford. SILAD IUM® College
Rings carefully crafted in the ArtCarved tradition from a fine
and durable jeweler's metal.
Add your choice of custom options to the design you select
and you'll have a ring you'll want to wear for years to come.

The University Counseling and Testing Center will hold "A Little Bit of
Magic, Workshop II", on Feb 13, 1:00 to 5:00 p.m. in Rooms 143 and 144 of the Student Services Building (across from the new bookstore). ·
Designed to .give people specific experiences in Race _Relations
Awareness, the workshop will include a values clarification kickoff, a guided
fantasy' identification of race related sterotypes, and a strength bombard·
ment exercise.

••••

UCF alumni are invited to a pre-game pizza party Feb. 20 prior to the
Knights' campus encounter with Sunshine State Conference foe Biscayne
·
College.
The "all you can eat and drink". party, hosted by the UCF alumni
AssociatiOn, begins at 5:30 p.m. in the university dining room. Tickets are
$6, and will cover admission to the game'.
A limited number of tickets are available through the·Alumni Relations ·
Office . .Reservations must be ' made no later that Feb. 12 by calling
275·2233.

tJpdAlE

But don't delay. Visit the ArtCarved Ring Table and get your
ring at a price that's too good to last!

Jan. 23, the charter chapter of Alpha Delta Pi became the 134th national
chapter.
Approximately 200 persons, including national officers, alumnae and
family, were present. Speakers included UCF Dean of Women Dr. Carol
Wilson, UCF Dean of Students Dr. Bill Brown, Grand President Virginia
Stafford and Grand Vice President of Collegiate Chapters Marilyn Long.

•••

The UCF Wind Ensemble performed for the College Band Directors NaTIME : 10:00 AM - PLACE:
oATE: Friday
Student
tional Association Convention in Nashville, Tenn. on Jan. 21. With over 600
members, the CBDNA invited eight . groups to perform at its annual
Center
·feb. 5
3:00PM
DEPOSIT REQUIRED MASTERCARD OR VISA ACCEPTED
~1982 ARTCARVED CLASS RINGS. IN meeting.
11------------------___;---------t The 45-member band traveled to Athens, Ga. and Chatanooga, Tenn. to
perform concerts and clinics on tour prior to their concert in Nashville. Roy
Pickering, UCF professor of trombone, was the featured soloist on the tour.

•
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Victimless cririles panel debates views
by Keith V. Kyker
Future doff

About 175 students and communi·
ty members turned out Monday to
hear a panel discussion concerning
the role of the state in criminalizing
certain conduct between consenting
adults.
Airing their views were a state
- representative, the chief assistant ·
state attorney, a private lawyer,

Pam Gimaon/Fature

Attom.e y Dick-Wilson

and

representatives from UCF's
Baptist Campus Ministry and Gay
Comm~nity Services.

The four "victimless crimes,,
discussed were nuµijuana, homosex·
uality, prostitution and obscenity.
Each member of the panel was given
. five minutes at the beginning of the
event to ·voice his opinions and the
remainder of the 1-¥2 hour .discussion
was spent answering questions from
the audience.

crimes on the individual, the · FloridB, and that there are 22
children and the spouse.
million homosexuals in the United
States. "There is no consensus ·in
Rep. Tom Bush of Ft. Lauderdale, society that homosexuality is im·
well-known for his Trask-Bush moral," he ·concluded.
Amendment which denies state fun·
·
ding to university groups ad· . The panel, moderated by UCF provocating premaritW sex, then spoke fessor David. Slaughter, fielded
on the rights of the individual ver- questions from the audience. The
sus the rights of society. He explain· majority of the questions, however,
ed that it was impossible to keep were directed at Rep. Bush, and
from legislating morality, . citing many concerned the Trask·Bush .
crimes of murder and perjury as ex· Amendment.
amples.
Bush said: "The Trask-Bush
Steve Wallace, the chief assistant Amendnlent was designed to prostate. attorney for the Orlando area, hibit state universities from giving
agreed with Bush that all laws were public taxpayer dollars to organiza·
based on morality, and a major dif~ tions which advocated homosexualiference was the frequency of times ty. Unfortunately, what happened
that the laws were enforced.
was that because the amendment
was drafted very quickly, . very
Seated at the -other end of the .rapidly, the thought process that
table, Richard L. "Dick" Wilson; i:iormally should take place in
who has frequently represented legislation did not take place.''
topless dancers and prostitutes, was
"It became broad so that . some
·the only panel member to address Federal judges, who are apJ?ointed
the issues singly. He used colorful for life, not elected, decided their
language to stress that the in· own personal constitutional interdividuals' lifestyles should remain a pretation would make it apply to
matter of choice.
everyo~e," Bush said.
''I think what it all boils down to
Stickler replied to the same quesis that there are some people among tion. "First of all, gay organizations
us who have decided that it is their do not advocate homosexual acts.
function on this earth to protect · We don't have to convince anybody
stupid us from ourselves," WUson to be homosexual, either you .~ or
said. ''Tell them to leave you (expletive deleted) alone."

~

The fi~al speaker was · Dave
Stickler of (Jay Community Ber·
vices. He said: "My viewpoint is
much more personal. ·My stake in
the subject in victimless crimes is
Speaking first was the Rev. Hal much higher." Stickle~ gave ex·
Burke from the Baptist Ministry. amples of laws which he believed
He stated that these crimes do fo. discriminated against homosexuals
deed have victims, citing the long· and their practices. He added that
term effects, or "fruits", of the ,50,000 homosexuals live in Central

.

plain it."
Fielding a question about
priorities, Wilson Said: "Where's the
victim, for instance, in an obscenity
case? Is it the guy that comes in,
sits down and· watches the movie?
Has he been victimized? Is it the ac·
tor or the actress? You mean that is
how we-'re supposed to be spending
our time, worrying about these poor

Rep. Tom Bush

Pam Giluon/Fatwe

victims? That is a red herring. That
is a w.ay of saying 'there are victims
we have to ·protect.' ·That's
nonsense.''
The debate was co-sponsored by
the Department of Public Service
Administration .and Student
Government.

COUNTRY FLORIST
.and ANTIQUE SHOP
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS .

VALENTINE FLOWERS
FOR YOUR SWEETHEART
SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT
CASH & CARRY $9.95

The Most Complete Radiator Shop
. In Central Florida ·
II

you . aren~t. We're not trying to sell
our way of life-we~re trying to e1·

University Square
7480 University Blvd.
Orlando, Florida ·
(305) 677-1579

University Hills Duplex Yillas
-RENT OR BUY HALF
OF A BRAND NEW DUPLEX VJLLA

LOW PRICES'~

"FREE" TRANSPORTATION
IN UCFAREA

v Wa lking Distan<·e to UCF
v 2 BPdroom , 2 Bath
vCn 1tra l Air

v C8S Block BPtween Units
v 'Askin g .i .38,000
v Hentals A wilable From in vestors
v Underground Utiliti es ·

RADIATOR SPECIALISTS
MASTER CHARGE • VISA • AMERICAN EXPRESS .

275-9327

10662 E. Coluial Dr.

Ca ll : 773-1241 1:30 to 6 425-2q00 Anytime

Union Park

..

~--·--_..._,. ...... ·----·----·-----··---·-~--..--··-·- -·~

OCOlYGRATULATIOlYS 0
...

TO THE NEW .S ISTERS OF
DELTA DELTA DELTA
WE ARE SO PROUD:
LOVE,
YOUR FELLOW SJSTERS.

('!I c ~s~
I

f izzeria """."'t~ Ristora11te

Hwy. 50 JuSt West Of Alafaya Tr.

~

~

~

I~~
.

'!
1=

(Fairway Shopping Center)
-

-

l

282-4242

c~s~ M.~

IMON.-THUR.
ll:OOAM·ll:OqPM.
1'.RI. SAT. ll:OOAM-l:OOAM
~
~

!

Plu.erla .,.... Rllton Qt.e

&

LUNCHEON SPECIAL
All You .Can Eat

·SUNDAY l:OOPM-lO:OOPM

l BEER&WINE
\.AVAILABLE

~--·--------··-·----------·

Salad Bar with
Mini Cheese Pizza

·.
'.

52.50 (12·3 p.m.)

.

1
·

rlllilliliMiiillllii~~-
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GPA

THE 61RL LOOKED

- - - from page 1

SHE SC,REAMEO AS
THE ALIEN MONSTER

UP.,AND SAW THE

SPACE.SHIP.,.

LUNGED Ai HER ...

HOW DO YOU E){PECT
YOUR-Wot<k TO
AFFECT PEOPLE IF '/OU
DON'T LEARN To
WRITE ~IJT REALITY?

DAMN, STUART!
·Dr. Henry Kennedy, chairman of
the university athletic committee,·
~
said the new standards are there to
help the student in his primary
reason for going to eollege, to learn.
''The reason we chose to do this is
to protect the ·student who may be ·
fighting for his academic life," .Kenne<;ly said. "We're saying, 'stay in ·
the libraey, don't go. out on the
field.' , '
.
Also, coaches at UCF complaili
~ STEWDENT .
that these new academic standards,
coupled with stagnating budgets, . Clark said he ~upports high football program time detracts from background should be avoided in
might cause the quality of athletics academic standards for all students, athletes' studies, putting an added future recruiting. "We. have· to
to go down.
including athletes but said, "I'm pressure on these stud~nts. This, sharpen our r~ruiting process," he
Clark said hard times could be against that there is no money going combined with the necessity of explained~
ahead for UCF athletics. ''To raise to.get the good student athlete.'' He many football players having to
"We can't afford to bring in
the (academic) standards is one said the new standards this summer work because of limited scholar- marginal students," Miller said.
thing, ·but it takes money," said will be the toughest in the Sunshine ships, makes for even more difficulHe suggests more money could be
Clark. "Our program is getting State Conferenee.
· raised through revenue-generating
ty, Jonas said.
tougher, our standards are going up
According to Jonas, the standards
Dr. C. C. Miller, dean of education programs ·such as summer clinics,
and our budgets are staying the to be imposed in July "will have a and temporary athletic director, increased athletic budget and, in the
same. What we're looking at is great effect" on the football · pro- says that students with a historical- far future, donations from the commediocrity."
·
gram. .J onas said the demands of ly
questionable
academic munity.

'MARKETPLACE
for sale

1
.
.
II
Stereo, Craig AM/FM stereo wl 8-tnck. One-piece

:;~t 2 speakers. Asking suo. Call Alan, 678-1
--

BEAUTIFUL BARGAIN: QUAIL TR. 311 Yz HOME. I
l..arge comer lot, landscaped, close tlf shopping, I
ceflt.A/H,gangedooropener,assumnleVA.lowl
int. Only $58,900. Call for appt; 273-2980.
Always home!
I

I

I? F
Need a roommate? Have. something to sel . or
only SO¢ a line, students, faculty, & staff can ad·
vertise in ·the Marketplace & reach the campus
. market. Ads must be submitted in person & paid
for at the time of placement. Call 275-2865 or stop
by the Business ·Office before noon the Monday
before the ad is tQ be run.

Private record collection for sale. Mostly 60's &
70's rock. ·Many out of print. Call Rob, 273-4409, I
647-5656
_·
__

Nikkor 500mm f8 reflex lens. .Brand new. $425.
Nikkor 50-300mm 200m F4.5. Best offer. 27S.
2601, ask for Brian or Mike.
.
·
--,
stand,
.
t
DeIuxe custom wa terb ed w ma t chmg-s ereo

·

.

·

typists '

l·.
I EXPERT TYPING:

·

serv1·ces
.

-

24 yrs. exp. Full bme. Te~
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction
liof spelling, grammar, punc. and editing Included.
I Reasonable. Call Bea, 678-1386.

I

ffee table & e?d ~ble. H~s custom foam ma~- · Typing service available~l ye,rs experi'ence:
tress. $175. Kmg.s1z~ Wiison T-3000 .tennlS I Close to UCF. Call Denise, 275.6257,
racket, 2 30-pl. aquartums wl stands. Make of·
_ __
fer. 834-1680.
I
·
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING1Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of
tontemporary matching couch . & chair, solid I spelling; grammar, punctuation. Term papers,
beige, ideal for apartment use. $200 or best offer. thesis, dissertations, research papers, resumes,
Phone after 5:30 PM, 695-2417.
' and typing. All work prepared on IBM display
_-1..,__
· writers. Full·time staff, all have college degrees
.
SURPLUS JEEPS, CARS
. f 24-hr. turnaround avail. 671~3007.
Vans, Trucks. Many sell for under $200. For in-1 .
--formation on purchasing similar _bargains, cail I EXPERIENCED TYPIST - FAST - ACCURATE 602-998-0575 Ext. 8587. Phone call refundable.
EDITING- DAY OR EVENING- 678-0241.

I

-

~

.

·r

---

1

.--_-_ .

By owner • Chickasaw Woods. 3/2 home on quiet' I Rates too high? Call mr . Prof. ·typist, 16 yrs. excul-de-sac. Great room, lg. kitchen w/ pass-thru perience at low rateq call DAY or EVENINGS 678·
.bar, 26.7 x 12 covered patio, fenced yard. celling 14360.
·
·fa.!!_sL firep_l1ce._.. l~~i. to UCF. Assumalile 10%
Ctll 273-6245 for Info or weekend appt.
.
.
I Expert typist, 9 yrs. experience,
resumes, theses,
temi papers, and reports. Will edit. Day or eve.
• - - - - - - - - - - -- - -.. Call Keri, 299-3386. .

:help wante·d.

Special child care. professional and caring. Call
Marian, 293-4424.
·

- -rQo·mmat~s:
-

I
-:Female roommate (non·smoker & neat) to share 31bdrm., 2-bth. apt. on 436 7 mi. from UCF. Need
lbdnn. furn. Present residents male& female 31way split on rent ($120), elec., & phone. Call eves
f671-2860.
___
><

I Female roommate wanted to share two-bedroom

I furnished apartment. Rent is $160 per month plus

·half utilities. Deposit for utilities and security is
required. For fu_rther information, contact Kai at
273-0280 in Haystack Apartments.
R~ommates wanted.

896-2782.

Grad female student wanted to share exec. home
·near UCF. 5200 /mo: & ¥3 util. Leavr message at
5days.
42 8188

Bellygrams for any special events.$25. Ca11 282·
.2695.

· k"t
Oviedo rm. for rent. Fam1-1y env1r.,
1 chen
privileges, female desired. $1501mo. Ph. 3657763 after 6 PM or weekends.

Piano lessons: Suzanne, 277-4857, ~82-4857.

Rm-mate needed to share 2-bdrm. 2-bth. apt. on
Aloma & 436 7 mi. from UCF (Nob Hill) wl 20-yr.
,old fema1e and 2¥2-yr. old son. $145 rent, half
elect. Call Jean 9-5, 677-4232.

Social Science Research Services, P.O. Box 361,
Orlando, Florida 32802, 647-3059. Survey
research, policy analysis, pap,ers and · briefs.
Licensed.

·

t

. II TYPING.
Prof.. styled work. Former typesetter...
moderate prices... Call Suzanne, 277-4857, 282·

OVERSEAS JOBS. Summerlyear round. Europe, S.14857. .
Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields. $500-$1200
.
.monthly. Sightseeing. Free ·info. Write IJC, Box. TYPING" •. appearance counts in grading! Ex·
52-F6-4, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
lperienced typist· 1 mi. from campus· do all types
MEN' WOMEN'
lof work. Materials & minor editing included. IBM
••
•
ISel. 11. Marti, 365-6874 before 7:30 AM or after
1
JOBS 0~ SHIPS't American. Foreign. N~ expenen· 5:30 PM or UCF X2811.
.
ce requ1~ed. Eicellent pay. World~ide tra~el.
~
Summer 1ob or career. Send $3 for .1nformat1on.
_ SEAF~X, Dept. C-12, Box 2049, Port Angeles, ·
Washington 98362.
I

I

Need credit? Get Visa-Master Card. No credit
check. Guaranteed! Free details: Creditline, Box
334-D, Rye, NH 03870.
'

Gay Community Services of Central Florida of·
fering legal and medical referral, counseling, hot
line with trained members &special activities. For
information call 843-2750.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information,

I• - .:.. - --- - - - - - - - -.I pregnancy tests and counseling. VD screening, low
I
.
cost, confidential services.

for rent

Part:time, earn big ~n~omeplus bonuses as an in-1 For Rent: 2-bedroom furnished ~pt. near UCF.' Ca'I
dependent dealer selhng an auto emergency road 1645-3586 or 628-2923.
.
kit. Total investment $36. Write for information I
--to: Manager, P.O. Box 21161, Seattle, WA 98111. Duplex for rent, 1/2 mile from UCF. 2-bedr~om, 2-I bath. $350/month. Call 862-0733 for information.
Babysitter needed for on-ca11 basis in evenings, 1
--- ·
approx. 3 ml. e. of col. and Alafaya Tr. Couple 1 Stalls for. rent, UCF Oviedo area. $45/month, full
welcome. Trans. provided if nee. Call 561-4693t board avail. Ph. 365·7094.
after 7 PM.
I

.

--

I
Pt.-time homecleaners needed 10 to 20 hrs. per I

wk. Must have high school diploma trans. and
phone. Can earn up to $4 per hr. within 1st 3 mo. f
Call 671-7463 for details.
I

I
I

.

·1~:.~e6i;:.:;;~ (non-smoker) wanted to shareapt.

l ___________ ;__ _ , · _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _____ ;....

'75 Cetlca, stereo, ndials, runs great. Call 277• I
2613.$1500orbestoffer.
,'

1
II

273-5610
UNIVERSITY VILLAS
Furnished & Unfurnished ·5235-$260
2 Pools, Tennis Courts

On-site-bus svc. to UCF & Colonial Mall

CentralfloridaWornen's
HeaHh Organization
609 £. ~;::;i' Orlando

FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
Pregnant? Need help? 841-2223
Free Pap smear and breast exam
Call for appointment~Counseling for men
BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori.

PllYSlr:JAN MANAGED
1-~'iTARl.ISllED

ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY TEST~
LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy, confiden·
tiality guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725
N. Magnolia Avenue. Available by ""8ne-2ft ,hours
a day: 422-0606; or toll free 1 (800) 432-8517.

197:J

.,
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Time to start planning. a
wingding .. •
by Tom Brown

Ft.lture atatl

Have you ever had to wing it alone
planning a wingding? Or had the
"super" band that your friend
recommended show up carrying an
accordian and stand-up bass? Or the
'guacamole dip you whipped up kept
sticking to the roof of your mouth?
If all your parties have been the
agony of defeat instead of the thrill
of victory, do not despair, for help is
on the way.
With young men's fancies ~urn
ing, spring break nearing and
graduation just over the horizon, it's
time to start thinking ~bout plann ing that party to end all parties·.
A few helpful hints are in order. .
First . of all, . no host or .hostess
worth their salt would expect their
guests to dance or drink on an emp·
ty stomach, so you will need some
sort of food to keep everyone happy.
Where do you get the munchies for
your hungry horde, you ask? Try the
Y~llow Pages under catering ser·
vices or this article.
The Wine & Cheese Deli Catering Service, Sanford Plaza
(323-6563) offers a platter of roast

Grads
tour
parties

beef, ham, turkey, salami, cheese,
potato salad, and cole slaw for $3.50
per person.
Myron's Deli in Casselberry
(831-3433) also offers a platte( (6
ounces of meat with all the trimmings; $6.25 per person), or you may
wish to indulge in a 6-foot submarine sandwich which feeds 28 peo·
pie for $100. ·
In .W inter Park you can have
Brenda Rarick (a UCF graduate) of
Levan's Catering Service (647,.3253)
fix you up with $6.50-per·person dinners or a cold meat tray (4 pounds of
meat) which feeds 15 people for only
$35.
Closer to campus you can find
Goldenrod Market, 7608 ' Aloma
A v.e. (671-9226) offering everything
from finger sandwiches to broiled
chicken or prime rib dinners.
Food servers and blµ'tenders are
available at reasonable rates to add
that extra touch of class to your affair. Advance notice of one week to
one month is usually required, so ·
don't delay.
After gorging on gourmet goodies,
what better way to bum off those
unwanted calories than a little fancy

have your own professional live
band perform for you and your party ~~A~'?"1?.'178'rP""'
revelers. The agency will provide
whatever type music .you desire,
guaranteed to perk up your ears and
make your feet go crazy.
If your need requires an all·around, all-occasion band, you can
book "Carousel," a local group, for
$350 for a three-to fQur-hour gig. 1.i.'--...........r.
Call Homer Whitt at 671-0935, a~d
tell them Tom sent you. ·
Because this is the busy season,
please allow four to six weeks for
delivery of your band.
Now that you know everything
there is to ~ow abQut party plann·
ing, what are you waiting for:? Mail
out the invites, get out the hats and
noisemakers and PARTY!!!
iiiiitiiiiiiliiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiil•iiiiiiillil

Two recent University of Virginia graduates are
gambling their own money-as well as their.health and
sanity-by touring the country to find the biggest
''party'' campus.
Hal Chapman and Tom Weatherly are researching
party. habits at more than 50 college campuses across
the coul)try and plan to write a book about their ex- ·
periences. ''The book will be a social profil~ of
academic universities-the drinking, the parties and

general social life of students on various campuses,''
,aid Weatherly ..
· Chapman and Weatherly have already made a tour
of California schools, as well as several in Texas and
the Southwest. They were last seen working their way
east, stopping at Tulane, Mississippi State, Louisiana
· State and the University pf Alabama. ·
The research portion of their ventuie, which will cost
them about $2000 each, will end in December, and they
hope to have a book ready to sell Qext fall.

Cater your own party of 5 to 6 people
The following Is a price comparison of local grocery stores.
~m

- Dell Products
Bolled Ham
Yellow American Cheese
White American Cheese
Potato Salad
Cole Slaw

~e

Supermarket

1 lb.
·h lb.
•h lb.
1 lb.
1 lb.

Albertson's

Fairway

Winn Dixie

3.56

• 2.78
• 1.28
• 1.28
.79
1.09
7.22

• 2.69
1.79
1.79
.99
.99
8.25

1.50
1.50
1.09
.99
8.64

-

Snacks
Frito Lay Potato Chips
Tostltos
French Onion Dip· • • ,

'h lb.
· ·12 lb.

8 oz~ -

•. 99
1.8(}
.65-

• 1.09
1.29
~
2.94

·1.29

~

3.44

-

--·

1.29
1.29
.89 .
3.41

••No common brand of French Onion Dip found In each store ·
Beverages
Coke

~16

Sprite
Busch Beer

bottles
2 liters
12 oz.

Bread
Country Hearth
Butter Sesame Bread
Arnold Rye Brea~

o-z.

1.18

.89

•2.25

5.01

1.53'
~
5.17

1.39
~
4.71

1 lb.

.76

.85

.85

1 lb.

.......22.

.99

_3!J..

Condiments
Frenches Mustard
Miracle Whip

9 oz.
16 oz.

Mlscellaneous Products
Plaln Paper Napkins
Plain Paper Plates

300
100

Grand Total
• Denotes Special

-

1~47

1.75

1.84

.46
.97

1A3

.48
~
1.46

· 1.49

1.68

-

1.49
$21.76 .

.JM

3.26
$21.89

1.84
.49
.97

'1.46
1.49
1.29,
2.78
$22.51

.
The prices Indicate that the three grocery stores have a relatively low difference In prices for food to be served at a casual party. Albertson's would actually be the most expensive because one price of a product was
. -~ · · · · ·~· •·· oot incfuded.in·the ·gra.nd total .. Some ,oUbe..,pro.duots wer.e ctiloseQ on thetbasig10f-a-0ornm"E>n brOAd~wMteM ·~·· •·
would be easily found in each of the stores.

-

•
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"CHOICES" : computer aids
. in career planning, choosing
.

..

by Mike West

Placement Office to work with the
terminal. Then enter information
.All you video-game addicts out about yourself, such as your Job inthere-listen up! - There's a new terests, temperment and attitudes,
machine in town. No, you can't find acceptable working conditions and.
it at Wizard's. You can't win desired salary, into the computer. · ·
Once CHOICES has the scoop on_..
another gaine. Worse yet, it doesn't
even have video screen. What good you, it presents a lis~ of career fields
is this, you say? A computer game or. specific jobs that would probably
interest you. The program also lists
without a screen?
Well, "CHOICES," located in the a detailed description of each job, inUCF Placement Office in the Ad- cluding: experience and education
ministration Building, won't pro- requirements, physical demands,
vide the thrills of destroying alien . and the growth of opportunities in
·
invaders, but it just might help you that field.
win an even bigger game-choosing
Finally, CHOICES gives you the
number of jobs available in the
a career.
Now there is no need to give up career you've chosen in a certain
saving the universe or out-munching region of Florida. CHOICES gets its
Pac-man to think out the future; but answers from a job bank which lists
CHOICES can make this com- more than 1,000 jobs and is updated
plicated task a lot of fun.
. daily, according to career openings.
The CHOICES computer system The computer can also determine
has been at UCF ·for more than a what career fields are related to the
year, but student involvement in the job you're interested in pursuing.
program h~s been low.
Flora Pinder, of the Placement OfHow does CHOICES work? Well, fice, said students have really
to play the career gaine, simply benefitted from CHOICES.
make an appoin~ment with the
CHOICES, page 16
Future ltotr
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DELIVERY SERVICE AVAILABLE

OP£N
24 HOURS

••
•
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~
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Neil Orzo
Jae~ McCabe

:

MAITLAND
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1510 S. Orlando Ave., Maitland, FL. 32!51
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One Two Fingers®Dorm Shir.t
·. Yours for 5695
It'll · cover you up. It'll keep you warm. Besides, it
says you have good ta~te when it comes to Tequila.
Two Fingers. Order one up . .. the Tequila and the
Dorm Shirt. Just fill out the coupon below· and send
along $6.95 for each shirt. The rest is up to you .
Send check or money order to:
Two Fingers Tequila Merchandise Offer
P.O. Box 0~609 , Detroit, MI 48202
Please send me -. _ _ Dorm Shirt(s). I have enclosed
$6.95 for each Dorm Shirt ordered.
· Specify women's size(s): 0 Small
0 Large
Name
Address
City

State

Zip

No purchase required. Allow 4-6 weeks
for delivery. Offer good in Continental
U.S . only. Void where prohibited by law.
Michigan residents add sales tax. Offer
expires August 31, 1982.

© 1981 . Imported and bottled
by Hiram Walker & Sons, Inc.,
Burlingame, CA. Tequila; 80 Proof.
Product of Mexico .

Two Fingers is all .it lakes.

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ State _

_ _ _ __ Zip _

_

_
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Prof~ssor surveys attitudes toward dying
"Death is a lonesome experience,
and if we can do .anything to
humanize it, then we are helping someone," says Dr. Leon Eldredge,
director of the UCF nursing program.

By conducting research on student's feelings toward death
Eldredge hopes to help mll.'ses
4evelop healthier attitudes on the
subject.
"With this. study, I hope to

"The attitudes of nurses are
crucial in determining the in·
dividual's comfort and dignity as he
faces death,'' Eldredge said. ''Too
often the dying are shunned.''
Eldredge will submit opinion
surveys based on Edwin S. Scheid·
man's "Death Questionnaire" to
nearly 250 freshmen, juniors and
graduate students in the UCF nursing and educational programs this

discover if there is an attitudinal
change toward death from educational rand clinical experience,"
Eldredge said. "I would like to know
if this change occurs before or after
.entering the nursing ~rogram.''

Nursing program .nationally certifled
by Debra Alexander
Future atatt

The university's baccalaureate
nursing program has received national accreditation, marking a
significant milestone in its development over the past three years.
The National League for Nursing
(NLN) issued the accreditation in
December following a peer review of
the program.
"Our accreditation is retroactive
to the first graduating class (June
1981) and will be in effect until
September, 1989," said Dr .. Leon
Eldredge, program director.
All of the June graduates passed
the State Board Test Pool Examina-

NEED MONEY?
How Does $6~5-0/Hr.
Sound?
PlusCa &
C£ollege Bonus!
SOU DBET ER?

This high enrollment is due in part
tion and were licensed as Registered
Nurses. The 34 graduates scored an to national professional nursing
'The attitudes of nurses
average of 520 (the state average is organizations stressing the need for
are
crucial in determining
·
375) on the five tests that comprise a baccalailreate.degree.
the examination, includ.!ug such · "The American Nursing Associa- the individual's comfort
areas as: Medical Nursing, Surgical tion indicated that by 1985 the en~ and dignity as he faces
Nursing, Psychiatric Nursing, try level into nursing will be the bac- death.'
Obstetric Nursing and Pediatric calaureate degree," Eldredge said.
''The Florid~ Nurses Association · spring, in order to attain _ the
Nursing.
The success of UCF's nursing pro- supported the ANA position at its necessary information. Eldredge
gram was a key factor in the Florida 1980 convention held here in Orlan- said he has included education
State Board of Nursing's recent do."
students in the survey because they,
Two instructors have joined the · too, often deal with death in their
decision to grant it full approval,
nursing faculty during- the past jobs.
Eldredge said.
Currently there are 118 juniors year. They are: Kay Mercer, who
Once he is armed with the results
and seniors enrolled in the UCF nur- holds a master's degree in nursing of the study, Eldredge said he may
sing program. In addition, more from Syracuse University, and June alter the·nursing curriculum in·order
than 300 freshmen Ellld sophmores Larrabee, who obtained her master's to help prospective nurses learn how
are also pursuing the BSN degree, in nursing from Medical College at to comfort the dying and how to live
Georgia.
Eldredge noted.
·
with death.
I

'

me QUeST Of Tue secReT CITY

·

· sweepslAKes

'fi!IBm."-.';!!!H

.

hereSa city in Eur?Pe-you could travel there free.
So unravel these nddles' and uncover its
. key· -

. 894-7481

..

TO PLAY THE GAME:
Answer each of the riddles that will appear here each
week in February. Write your answer in the blanks below
each riddle. The letters with numbers below them correspond to the numbered spaces in the master key. As you
fill in the letters of the master key, you will be spelling the
name and location of a secret city in Europe. Send us
the solution, and you and a friend could win a trip there , free .
TO ENTER SWEEPSTAKES:
1. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.
2. Grand Prize consists of two regular round-trip economy airfares
to the secret city, 30-day Eurail passes, American Youth Hostel
passes, two backpacks and $1000 in cash.
3. Cut out mnster key for use as official entry blank or use 3" x 5"
card . Print your answer alon_g with your name and address . Mail
to Secret City Sweepstakes, P.O. Box 6018, Norwalk, CT 06652.
4. The first 1,000 correct respondents will receive a poster as an
entry prize.
·
5. All entries must be received by 3/15/82. Enter as often as you
wish, but each entry must be mailed separately.
6. A random drawing of all correct entries will be held 3/22182 by
the Highland Group, an independent judging organization .vhose
decision is final.
7. Sweepstakes void where prohibited , taxed or otherwise restricted .
8. All potential winners may be required to sign an affidavit of eligibility to verify compliance with the rules within 30 days of receipt
of same. For a list of prize winners, send self-addressed, stamped
envelope to $ecret City Sweepstakes c/o Highland Group, 16
Knight St., Norwalk, CT 06851 .

WHAT AM I?
So small and yet so strong
Life is never helter skelter,
When I travel, the pace seems long
Yet I never lack a shelter:

12

8

3
. -~~

American
Cancer
Society

~
®

T,h1s space con1ril1uted as a pubhc service

.. ...::: .~ . ..... ............ , ....
__

GeNeRAL fOOOS®INTeRNATIONAL COffees
MAKe GOOD COMPANY.

© General Foods Corporation 19B2

GENERAl Food}. .
" INnRNATiONAI CotfeES ,

·,

•

GENERAi Food}. ;·

INTERNATiONAl CotfEEs

.

··

GENERAi Food}. ,

INTERNArioNAI CottEEs

---Q[~[RAL

FOOOll
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Pulitzer Prize winner honors
UCF with two-day visit ·
Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Mollenhoff will present a public lecand noted author Clark ·R. ture on "Executive Privilege: Its
Mollenhoff will visit UCF Feb. 16 Return Under the Reagan Ad~d 17 through the UCF chapter of ministration," in the Education
the Society of · Professional . Jour- ·Building, Room 125.
.
. nalists/Sigma Delta Chi.
Mollenhoff, a reporter for many
years with the Des Moines Register,
won his Pulitzer in 1958 for natioruil
reporting of union labor racketeering. He also has won the National
Headliner Award for magazine
. writing, the William Allen White
Foundation .Award for ·journalistic The student senate adopted a new with the area campuses bitterly -opmerit and the l)rew Pearson Award finance code Tuesday that drastical- posing the revisions. Senators Rob
for investigative reporting.
ly changes the funding of UCF's Rotter, repres~ntative of the South
In 1975 he was cited by South Orlando, Brevard and Orlando campus, and Tod McNeil ·
Washingtonian magazine as one of Daytona Beac~ area campuses.
argued that neither of them was conthe IO best investigative reporters in Debate on the financ~ code began tacted · in -reference to any comWashington, and in 1979 he was at the senate's Jan. 26 meeting · promise talks. "No one talked to me
named to · the Washington Cor· .when Organizations Appropriatio~s about any . compromise, and I conrespondents "Hall of Fame."
and Finance Committee chairman sider that unfair," McNeil said.
The SDX banquet honoring Dave Kiser brought the code onto
"No one wants to take m~ney
Mollenhoff will be held at 6 .p.m. the floor.
.
. from here (the main campus) and
Feb. 17 in the President's dining · . The ~AF comm.i~tee of_the ~nate spend it in Brevard. What leaves
room. It is open to all SDX members is required to revie~ the Finance you the right to take our money and
.
spend it hereJ" McNeil added.
While at UCF, Mollenhoff will and interested journalism students. Code on a yearly basis:
The most controversial changes m
Rotter attempted to am.end the
visit sever~ journalism classes and To make reservations, contact Dr.
appear as the featured guest at the Tim O'Keefe, SDX chapter adviser, the code would have zer~ ~udgeted legislation several times but failed.
in HFA 530, or call 275 .2681, Pay- the area campuses,-requmng them A two-thirds majority of the senate
SDX banquet Feb. 17.
to go through the same b~~t pro- twice voted to "refuse to consider"
At 8 p.m., following the banquet, ment deadline is Feb. IO. _·
cess as any campus orgamzat10n.
Rotter's amendments, which meant
An organiz~tion must present a the amendments were killed without
· budget to the senate's Activities & debate.
Service Fees Committee to receive · Rotter also requested that the bill
funding. The fees are collected from be tabled for a week to allow the
sena~ors ''tj.me to read the substanthe tuition of UCF students. .
After lengthy debate, the code tial amount of revisions." This
Full Service Salon
' was defeated by a vote of 14 to 12. move was also voted down. "You
The bill was reconsidered Tues- have refused to even consider my
Walk-Ins Welcome
day,
however, after leaders of oppos- amendments, you have denied us the
10509 E. Colonial Dr.
ing factions met and managed to right to review the legislation, how
282-1700
(Winn Dixie Center)
work out a compromise.
can you call this a democracy?" RotUNION PARK
Daily 9-5 & 1'hurs. til B
. The code was amended to allow ter said.
the resident centers to keep 35 perKiser said that the majority of the
-- - - --cent of the ASF funds generated by senate was ready to vote on the
their ~wn enrollment, with the main legislation an4 any further delays
campus getting the remaining 65 would be "useless." .
BY SHOE SALF.SMEN ~OSING AS AUDIO EXPERTS?
percent.
·
The final vote for approval was 22
The area campuses are also aI1ow- to 7 with one abstention.
THEN IT'S TIME TO VISIT THE SPEAKERSHOP FOR A

THE HAIR SHOP ·
Precision Style Cut $7 .00

TIREP OF.BEING SNOWED
DOSE OF FACT INSTEAD OF FICTION. .

SPEAKER SYSTEMS•KITS•CABINETS
• X-OVERS• DRIVERS.
·•COMPLETE SYSTEMS
•REPAIRS ON _A;LL BRANDS
WHILE YOU W A°TCH

·.---·
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---------?'~l;~-----------Netse I's ·pipes
don't smoke

~-

by Mary Denton
Future lfatt

Probably not since Mary, Queen of Scots has a bagpipe melody made the
top pop chart. Nevertheless, to Tom Netsel, piping is reverberantly alive.
Netsel, who is the photographer for the UCF public affairs department,
has been piping for 10 years. No, he is not Scottish.
His love for bagpip~s grew out of an interest in penny whistles, a simple
toy whistle. He was 20 when he saw his first set of pipes at a parade in San
Francisco. Ten years later, while photographing a feature for the Sentinel
Star about a group of Orlando pipers, he met the group's teacher.
·
One week he was taking pictures of the band, the next week he was one of
the band taking lessons.
The easy-going photographer quickly discovered that playing the pipes is
a bit more difficajt than blowing a tune on a penny whistle. After several .
months of playing the chanter, a practice instrument used by beginners and
pipers learning new melodies, Netsel was ready to try the pipes. The first
time h~ attempted blowing into the bags, "I turned red and almost fell
over," he said with a chuckle.
Playing the pipes requires the piper to continuously supply air to the instrument so that the melody will maintain a steady tone and volume.
"I was piping last night for four or-five hours, so I get a little strain now
and then."
When he began learning, Netsel practked at home. Now he practices in
open fields or on th'3 beaches. "Pipe music is something either you like or '
don't like. There are not too many people in between,'' he said. Some of his
neighbors said they liked his music. Some neighbors said nothing causing
Netsel to assume they weren't piping fans.
Netsel practices continually in preparation for performances put. on by
the band of 25 pipers known as The Orlando Pipes and Drums. The group
plays ~elodies throughout Florida for festivals, parades and Scottish
games.
"I've found bagpiping to be a good hobby," Netsel said, looking out from
under a shock of bright red hair. "It's different. We (the band) get notice
wherever we go. Bagpipes have been 'verrry verrry' good to me.''
"Oh! If anybody is interested, we give free piping and drumming lessons .
every Wednesday in Maitland. No experience necessary. Anybody who is
interested, feel free to give me a buzz."

Gamma Delta Iota

.

.

Netsel displays some "hoot couture" outside of Rosie's.
I

.

··see you ·1ater,alligator!'
by Bob Jaxson
Espionage Editor

, . ., "'

It has been a long time since the
college campuses of America have
been the scene of ardent and
righteous protest movements. During the '79 s, the numbing effects of
the Disco Era lulled students into a
staid complacency. Now scarcely into the '80 s, a subtle but no less
dangerous phenomenon is surfacing.
The preppie movement, fueled by
the atavistic mentality of the '5o s,
is alive and well, even on this docile
campus. Yes, Ugly is In, as the
pseudo-hip crowd carries the banner
of snobbery into campus life and lecture halls in country club universities everywhere.
The long-range impli~tj.ons of
this bizarre cultural trend can best
be chronicled by anthropologists
and historians. The purpose of this
report may be construed as a not-sosubtle warning to the innocents who
have managed to so far evade the
spectre of The Alligator Conspiracy.
It is not difficult to recqgnize
members of the. preppie movement;
their garish uniforms may vary in
style from buttoned-down knickers
and knee socks to loafers and
polyester shirts adorned with the insidious alligator emblem.
To confuse outsiders, preppies
have devised their own specialized
jargon in order to communicate in
public without fear of reprisal. A
normal, clear-thinking outsider will
r~aciµ;r. r~ogµize the lingo.a~ .iµ~p-

The Alligator Conspiracy. It is
ingless drivel.
Proud preppie Buffy Stephanie known as Gamma Delta Iota (GDI).
Foxworthy, who works in a Members, referred to by preppies as
shoestore when not studying freaks, hippies, low-lifes, and other
business management, disagrees. assorted misnomers, usually con"Poo," she said. "Scivvy fluff cottie gregate in dark, smoke-filled rooms
to avoid infiltration by scurrilous
barf!''
·
Preppies prey on the impres- preppie security forces.
sionable and socially foundering stu- . From a second-floor dorm room,
dent through peer pressure and in- unofficial GDI vice-president T~
security reinforcement. They flaunt Lawrence talked about some of the
wealth, heavy make-up, and upward problems his group faces at UCF.
"We're up against some heavy
social mobility as the desired Way of
Life. To the yoµng, this twisted political and financial odds,"
Lawrence said. "Most of these (prep·
lifestyle is the way to go.
Dane Bannister, sporting ~ lovely pie) types work from within acjersey with his nickname "Scooter cepted organizations such as fraterBob'' sewn across the back, claims nities and sororities -which gives
he is happy. ··'Posh kippy bahs,'' he them a lot of leverage."
~awrence, sipping a beer while
said.
Fortunately, a counter-movement watching Late Night with David
has formed to combat the evils of Letterman, outlined the philosophy
----~-__,;.-----------~----------.

of GD I affiliates, who have been
labeled "Denim Guerillas" and
"Troublemakers" by certain preppie
leaders. "We believe in non- ·
conformity
and
creative
expression," he said . ."School is expensive and we're here for an education, not a lifestyle seminar. 11
Curt V., a part-time student ma·
joring in communications, is in
charge of preppie de-P.rogramming
and the GDI pharmacy. "Our independent status appeals to a lot of
students," he said. "Just because
you have long. hair, wear Levi's, and
like rock-and-roll, doesn't mean
you 're any less a part of the campus
community.''
At a recent GDI ~eeting,
members planned their strategy for
the coming year. "We must maintain a, non-violent but strong
· counter-movement," urged one
female member. ''We just have to let
'em know that we'r~ here and we
aren't going to tolerate their "I'm
better-than-you bullshit any
longer.''
The GD I headquarters is an old
fallout shelter located off campus.
Here, members can relax and
discuss their day-to-day school activities. There is a pool table in one
corner and a constantly blaring
stereo system. As the music of the
Rolling Stones .filled the room,
Frisbee expert and RTV major Turk
Crawford stood throwing darts at
the lifesize Ronald Reagan poster on
one wall.
··
GDI, page 10

.
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An original pl~y by UCF
graduate Anne <;::orson will be
presented in the SCA on Thursi day, Feb. 25 at 8 p.m. "Rising
''Yeah, we got a problem with ) From Ashes" is the story of a
these people but nothing we can't • drug addict, staged and acted by
handle," he said, Over by the keg at
residents of Phoenix South, a
the bar, Julie K. leafed through a 1 drug rehabilitatfon center where
copy of The Village Voice. She i~ 1 Miss Corson interned. An open
amused by preppies.
l panel discussion between the au"You ever sit across from a prep~
dience and the Phoenix players
pie in a computer class?" she asked. 1 will follow. No admission charge.
"Its hrsterical!
"!
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The large white parachute hanging from the ceiling gives the room a
celestial atmosphere. OutsicJ,e are
parked a few bicycles and old cars,
none newer than 1975. Two GDI
journalism majors casually pass a
basketball around. · "Gotta stay in
shape, you know," one said.
Although ·G DI members often
meet at various locations and dif·
ferent times of the week, they have
at least one monthly meeting at the
shelter. Any student can attend, but
those ·sporting alligators may find
the reception a bit cold.
In ret.aliation, preppies are resorting to such crippling tactics as
' Apathy Disbursal and Bake· Sales.
Still, LaWl'ence is confident that
GDI will survive. "As long as
students are aware that we exist, we
can squash this preppie problem in
the fad stages, before it becomes a
full-blown takeover.''

!

a

Sculptor· Duane Hanson will
present a lecture and slide show
~ on the creation of his astonishingIy realistic, life-sized sculptures.
j Hanson's plastic people have
l been intem~tionally acclaimed.
• The lecture is Friday, Feb. 5 at
-_j "7:30 p.m. at Crealde in Winter
..8
~:~

1
1

i

~

t

~ark.

On Saturday and Sunday,
Hanson will conduct a workshop
demonstrationg his process and
techniques. Lecture fee is $3 for
the public, $2 for members. The
Workshop is $75 for nonmembers, $70 for members.

The UCF music department
presents a guitar duo recital !l
Saturday, Feb. 13 at 8 p.m. in the
music rehearsal hall. Lili Afshar l
·and Neil Anderson are the guest ~
artists. General admission is $4, s:
students with ID, $2. Call i;
275-2867 for more info.
i
}
UCF's gallery curator and ~
photography instructor Masu~
Hayashi and Tallahassee. artist if
George Blakely are featured in ~
"Chromatic Ill:usions," a photo
show at Valencia's East Campus ~
Gallery. The show runs Feb. 5-26, ~
with an opening reception Feb. 7 l
from 3-5 p.m. Gallery hours are .IO ~
a.m. - 4 p.m. Monday-Friday.
!
~
Women in Art open their 1982 ~
season with an exhibit of new r_
member works at the Women in ir
Art. House at 609. E. Central j
Blvd., Orlando. The gallery is r
open Sundays from i-5 p.m.' and
by appointment. the 'show runs •
Feb. 12-March 5, with an opening
reception Friday, Feb. 12 at 5 f
p.m. Call 843-5.125.
i

i

Applications are being accepted
for Creations '82, the Student
Center's annual sidewalk art
show. The March 30-31 show will
include the following categories:
Graphics, paintings, photography
and crafts. Entry fees are $5 for
students, $15 for non-students,
for a 12' by 12' space plus table.
Prizes are $80, $40 and $15 in
each category. Call Linda Gianninf at the SC (275-2611) for applications or more info.

f

l

r
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Library fr_iend
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a

j
•
J

~

Have dinner with the acerbic,

a delightful Fran Lebowitz, author

~ of "Metropolitan Life'' and
i "Social Studies." She joins
· biographer and novelist A.E.
} Hotchner and Sports Illustrated 's
~ Frank Deford for the Friends of
Ji the Library's Dimler with the
i Authors. The dinner is Feb. 20 at
I the International Drive Holiday
j Inn. Tickets are $12.50 for the
dinner, talks, and reception begin~ ning at 6:30 p.m~ Call 425-4694
! for more info.

e.

The Alligator Conspiracy is
nonetheless something to be reckoned with at UCF. As preppi Sally
Newton-Wellington ominpusly
warned, "Gross marvy chum, neat
boffo.''
!

J

J
~

John a.an
.

.

.

Graduate Student · Mark Ross
teaches classes 1n beginning and
·intermediate photography in the
SC Arts and Crafts Center.
Beginning photo and darkroom
techniques provides basic info on
black an<;! white film, exp~sures
and printing, Tuesdays from
12:30 - 2:30 p.m. Photographies,
an intermediate course, includes
high contrast and experimental
techniques, tone separations and
more, from 2:30 to 4:30 Tuesdays.
Courses are $25 each.. Call
275-2611.
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Love.That Lasts.

Send The
Lovebird Bouquet.
·Valentine's Day,
Feb.14.
This \/;dentine's Day. send ;1 gift
of ilowers in .1 gift of Ion>.
Teleflor;1 's I,owhinl Bouquet .
It's .i he;1utl Iul floral ;irrangernent th;n conws in ;in L'Xquisite
gbss hm. tri111111ed in hr.iss.
This eleg;1111 ket'r· s;1ke is decorated \\'ith our custorn·designed
lnwhirds.
So o.;end .i V.ilt' 11t111e th.It \\'Ill
.dw;1vs he clwrislwd. Teleflora's
Lo\'t>.hinl Bouqut't. .Just Gill
or ,·isit v~>ur Ti.,lellorist ,111d you
c .111 -;end 11 .111y\\ here you likt:>.
Bec.1usl' there's 110 lit.'tter \\ ~ 1y to
send .i low rh;1t l.1sts this
V.demi nt> 's l'l.iy.

OVIEDO FLORIST
CORNER OF
W.BROADWAY
&CENTRAL
OVIEDO

·31e1enom

VALENTINE
PARTY, NICHTS
Starring

Don McLean
Franke &sweetheart
The Knockouts
Henry
Paul Band
Keepmg Our Love Alive
DelseaShannon
of Love
American Pie/Cryin'/Castles In The Air

J •

with- special guest

Luther
vandross
Never Too Much
Fri. & Sat., Feb. 12th & 13th
9 p.m. tlll 1:30 a.m.
Top music acts in every corner Of the Magic Kingdom, plus unlimited
. use of attractions, all. for one price!
Tlcke~s limited, on sale now at all Walt Disney world ticket locations
'
Walt Disney world Village, and sears.

Advance Tickets $10.95 per person
$11.95 per person at-the-gate Clf avallable>
Tickets good fOr one night 011/y. Entertainment subject to change without notice.

use
your library
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~-------------Cinema----~~----'Cutter's Way'
Wasted lives are a thematic thread to "Cutter's Way;" lives that are lived
without direction, and lives that end needlessly-wasted in both senses of
the word.
Rasping, belligerent, cunning, profane and obsessed disabled veteran
Alex Cutter gimps through this exciting fiim like a Captain Ahab or Long
·
John Silver. Like Ahab .and Silver, he has a quest.
Though he's lost a leg, an arm and an 'ey,e, he hasn't lost his belief in
heroes-the glorious, do-or-die romantic heroes of children's hooks and old
films.
Cutter (John Heard) lives by his wits and on alcohol and the love of his
wife Matireen (Lisa Eichhorn) and friend Richard Bone (Jeff Bridges).
Bone ~s the only witness in a gruesome mµrder. Though he thinks
wealthy J.J. Co;l"d (Stephen Elliott) is the killer, he looks on the incident as a
police ·m atter. Cutter is fascinated. He wants to run this arrogant society
·
·
man to earth.
But Cord has an unimpeachable arsenal. Not only is he a first citizen who
plays the. money game to win,· he has people in his pocket-people who can
make life dangerous for .C utter and his friends.
·
This splendidly crafted tale unravels quickly, to shock and spellbind the
viewer. Cutter's way is the way of most resistance--beyond the law, beyond
rationality, and .into man's fiercely personal quest for Right.
In_ a film teeming with fir~t-rate performances, Heard is doubly im-

pressive in this perfect characterization.- His Cutter is a crochety con artist
who isn't above dragging his nonexistent limb into controversy. "Before,
we talk about my leg," Cutter threatens, u1 just want to ask one question.
What kind of car was the killer driving?"
· Bridges plays to type with more subtlety than he's shown before. He's
wasting his life, too, but in a blond WASP-y, socially acceptable way as a
marginally employed yacht salesman. This supporting role gave him some
:real throw-away gems of a dialogue.
·
When a potential customer slights his performance in bed, he asks her for
money on a transparent excuse she can't refuse. She gives him the cash,
then suggests he buy some vitamin E . He cuts back ("It's been better for
me, too.'') but saves his best thrust for later. When his boss asks if the lady
was interested in the 40-footer, he says, "No, I think she had something
smaller in mind.''
Lisa Eichhorn matches Cutter, despairingly, drink for drink. She goads
the smitten Bone while waiting for Cutter to make something of his life.
Her Maureen, taking a hitter shot of liquor from the bottle says·more about
her than hours of dialogue could reveal.
The casting, acting, direction and dialogue are impeccable. Combine this
with a haunting, somewhat disturbing score by Jack Nitzsche for zither
and glass harpt and t~e result is film excellence. It's well worth seeing more
than once.
by Lee Elliott
Entertainment Editor

i

----------~--- MUS C
Depeche Mode
fun music suitable for dancing to theme

"Speak and Spell"
Depeche Mode released its first
single in Britain nearly a year ago.
That single, "Dreaming of Me" c/o
"Ice Machine," eventually found its
way to the shores of the United
States. Americans, here and there,
picked u·p the single and discovered
a band which, to many, held great
.
promise for the future.
To the relief of their fans, Depeche
released domestically late last year.
·It contained many of the songs on
the singles and, ... disappointingly,
those songs were generally tl~e best
cuts on the LP.
"New. Life" and "Just Can't Get
Enough" are addictive, fluffy commercial pop songs created by an allsynthesizer foursome with disco-.
beat tendencies.
If one can get past the occasional
disco heat of songs such as ''Boys
Say Go," "Nodisco" and "Big
Muff,'' thEt latter being an instrumental, the album is good, µght
entertainment and excellent for dancing too.
·
The vocal harmonies and instrumental melodic .construction of
Depeche's songs. are alarmingly
simplistic, but nevertheless en·
joyable.
The boys in the band have no
qualms ·about admitting to their
album's purpose, which is to supply

and to reach the top of the British
hit charts.
·
"Speak and Spell" is an excellent
album for those who like pop and
aren't searching for a significant furt?ering of the state of th~ art. It. i~
srmply a record to ~ppreciate for its
· verve and danceability.

Soft Cell
''Non-Stop Erotic
·
Cabaret"
Frustration, 'besides being the ti·
tle of the opening cut on "Non-Stop
Erotic Cabaret," is when one begins
to like some aspects of a record that,
upon the first listening, is realized to
be a blatant commercial contrivance.
"Cabaret" is filled wjth devices,
· both visual and verbal, whi.ch were
designed with the typical 14-year-old
Briton schoolkid in mind. The
melodies are abashedly cat<;hy even
when in the form of near-sappy
ballads. Most of the music is ideal
for dancing to, and singer Marc Almond's attractive vOcal tone· is
remarkably similar to that of the
early 60 's pop crooners in the
United States.
Soft Cell (note the gimmick: soft
cell/soft sell) laces its lyrics with an
air still considered to .be miasmic· in
the States, but an old famiijar face
in Britain: .sexual deviancy.
Older listeners will likely find this

·-

NCREATIONS
.

SJ;:ND A BOUQUET TO vOuR "HON" '
CHEAPER THAN FLOW~RS
\
AND LOTS MORE FUN!
89

«
.7
•

f

1"

15BALLOONSBRIGHT&GA°Y
TOCELEBRATEVALENTINESDAY

WE .D ELIVER

·~

~

831-989.2
HAIR

Men Style Cut'
(complete) $8.50
. Complimentary Wine .
Casselton Corners
1039 N. Semoran Blvd.
Winter Park, FL

678-1013

-..

.
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Nine second lines for the nine clue verses,
to help you win a vacation for ·2 in
Cancun, Mexico.
1. His mom taught him to climb never tearing
2. Like a bronc all the way to the mill?
3. That a guide would describe as a cleft
4. Or a barrel or some other tloat?
5. Belle & Largo's the West's latest 'rage
6. Like a hobo, or last weJ:)k's slow mail?
7. You'd guess better i1 you only knew

(Look for
another
clue ad in
this space
next week.)

"-.. !,

8. He might stop at Nell's tor the view
9. By appearing to know how to ski?

HOR~ZONS

"The natural way to fJeautiful hair and nails"
FULL SERVICE SALON

•

on which the ·band leans key. It's much like listening to
heavil;; to be somewhat trite and · Johnny Whatshisname of Sha fja
only mildly interesting.. Even the Na croon while doing ear-dulling,
album cover and inner sleeve are unintentional v~ acrobatics.
The unintentionally humorous
covered with hints of dementia and
perversity. What Soft Cell seems to cuts on th~ album are th~ ridiculo?sbe wagering on is that those ·ly silly "Sex Dwarf" along with
·previously mentioned kids will, in · "Sleazy Films," a basically -muntheir naivete, get a few thrills by dane subject complete with
picking up the album.
·
anachronistic . Donna Summer-like
Some of "Cabaret'.s" melodies, moanings. Arr ·example:
"Sex
such as "Youth" and '~Tamted . dwarf/Isn't it nice/Luring disco
Love," actually stand out as fine, dollies to a life of vice.'.' Zzzzzzz. It's
well-created songs. Unfortunately, a pity, as both, especially "Sleazy
most of the album contains Films," have good, memorable
egregarious lyrics and melodies such melodies.
Iggy Pop, Jim Morrison and
as "Entertain Me,""Chips On My
Shoulder," "My Secret Life" and others dealt. with this·sort of subject
the perfectly atrocious ."Say Hello, matt~r over a decade ago. ~at
Wave Goodbye."
·
.
greatly separates Soft Cell and its
Almond's greatest immediate precursors is that the latter meant
obstacle is certainly a problem what they said, as they experienced
which may he difficult to conquer: it.
He apparently isn't capable, even
with the luxury of repeated studio
by Diane Batey-Wawrzaszek
.
. '
takes, of singing consistently on
Future staff

Mon.-Fri. 9:00-7:00
Sat. 9:00-6:00
Walk-ins Welcome

.J

BUSCH.
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LEARN TO
ICE SKATE
.

.

-SKATING SCHOOL FEB. 15
Now! Learn to ~ce skate quickly~ The fun way! On real ice at
the Orlando Ice Skating Palace's only olympic size -rink

* Classes for all" ages and all levels from beginner to expert.
* Professional instruction.
* Convenient schedules.
* Special rates for youngst~rs 12 years and younger.
.

.

SIGN UP TODAY! CLASS SIZES LIMITED
Six weekly classes/12 public skating sessions/2 guest
passe·s/14 skate rentals/1 year ISIA membership with th~s
special skating scho_ol offer.
.
Remember! It costs less for Ice Skating Class.es where you
can improve your skills, meet new friends and ·e njoy the fun of
ice skating, than it does to pay regular admission and skate
· rental fees at Public Skating Sessions.

·pueuc SKATING.SESSIONS
Monday - Friday
9:30 - 11 :30 a.m.
· 12:00 - 2:00 p.m.
2:30 -·S:OO p.m.
7:30 - 10:30 p.m~ .

Saturday
12:30 - 3:30 p.m.
4:00 - 7:00 p.m.
7:30 - ~0:30 p.m.

Sunday
9:30 - 12:00 a~m.
12:30 - 3:30 p.m'.
4:00 - 7:00 p.m.
7:30 - 10:30 p.m.

Friday and Saturday Late Skate 11 :00 - 1:00 a.m.

Rates

Birthday Ptlrties

Group .Rates Available -

ca11· for n1ore information

Weekdays and Mon. - Thur. evenings: Have an Ice skating birthday party. One group
Adults
$3.95
rote covers admission, skate rental, food, cake
Child
3.45
and party room. Call for rates and reservations.
Weekends and Friday evenings:
$4.95
Adults
Child
4.45 {12 years & under) .
Skate rental $1.00

(305) 299-5440
.
3123 W. Colonial Drive ~sv to Find
·
· ~
Pcirkw6od Plaza . ·
The Orlando Ice Skating Palace is conveniently located on west
Colonial Drive (Route) just minutes from Interstate 4 and the
Ori a ndo
center of Orlando. Take Alafaya Trail to Route 50 West. After pass-

(behind the Fun Machine)

l

ing~nderl-4,itis2.1milestoParkwoodPlazaandtheOrlandolce )
Skating Palace.

"'---

---·
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UCF loses in Miami,
beats FITonthe road
by Marty Fisher
Future 1tatt

.

Lambert, who was eight of 11 from
the field and four of six from the line
giving him 20 points. Mizerak is the
conference's leading scorer averag·
ing 24.8 points a game.
In the end it was the clock that
was UCF's worst enemy. Down by ·
nine points with 4J seconds left to
play, the Knights looked inside to
Jeff Dorschner, who- led the team
with 19 points: Dorschner's soft
jumper and two clutch baskets by
Willie Edison brought UCF within
three; 80-77, with seven seconds to
go.
·

What a difference a game makes.
Before he took his·team to Miami,
last Saturday night to challenge Biscayne, UCF Basketball Coach Torchy Clark referred to the games as
"walking into a lion's den."
A hungry Bobcat team proved
· Clark's prediction to be correct as
UCF fell a basket and a few seconds
short, 81-79, ·i n a crucial Sunshine
State Conference game.
The Knight loss, combmed with
Rollins' surprisingly easy win over
Florida Southern, temporarily drop- The Knights intentionally fouled
ped UCF from second · to fourth Biscayne's Ed Barnes, sending him
place in the conference. A win in to the free-throw line shooting one. that game would have given UCF a and-one. Barnes converted the first
share of the conference lead with but missed the bonus shot giving
UCF another chance.
Florida Southern and Rollins.
But Tuesday night was another
Edison hit another jumper With
story entirely. Back on the road two seconds left on the clock bring·
again, the Knights traveled to ing UCF within two, 81-79, but time
Melbourne and got back in the winn- expired before another play could be
ing way with a 71-58 romp over the run.
In Melbourne the Knights s~med
Florida Institute of Technology.
Tuesday's victory moved UCF, to have recovered from Saturday's
now 15-4, back up to third place in loss. Senior Jimmie Ferrell was at
the. ·c onference behind Florida the front of the UCF fast break for ·
Southern and Rollins.
most of the night, pacing all scorers
The game S~turday in Miami with 24 points. Quick outlet paces
started a half hour 18.te as a· women's by Ronnie Thornton and Dorschner
high school game was played before · got the breaks moving.
the UCF game. Biscayne doesn't
By halftime, the Knights had
have a gymnasium so ·their home already built a 46-33 lead, forcing
games are played -in the adjacent the Engineers to play catch-up with
Monsignor Pace High School.
the quick Knight squa~.
UCF is on the road again tonight,
The Knights fell behind early facing Eckerd College in St.
against Biscayne on the hot outside Petersburg ·at 7:30. The next home
shooting of Ted Mizerak, who hit game will be next Friday night when
eight of 13 from. the field and seven the Knights take on cross town rival
of seven·from the free throw line, for Rollins in a key Sunshine State Cona game_leading 23 points, and Cal~ ferenc~ Match-up.
Jeff Dorschner scores two of his 19 points at Biscayne

Dave ShermanJFuture

Crew team out to continue winning tradition
by Jose A. Fajardo
Future staff

The UCF crew team's Spring season won't
start until mid March, but coach Dennis Kamrad
already has his athletes getting up early for .morning practices.
_
.
Coming off a superb F~ season, Kamrad expects his team to do as well the second half of the
year.
Last fall, the crew team made some incredible
accomplishments by taking eight Championship
titles. The Light Weight Men's Four took first at
the Head-of-the-Charles, which is considered one
of the most important regattas, first at the
Southern Champiom:hip, and first in the National
Championships.
Also plac~g in the Nationals were the Open
Women's Four, who took second, and the
Freshmen Men's Four, who managed to take

third.
In the SoutJ:iern Regional Championships, the
Women's Four and Women's Pair ran away with
the first place honors, while the Open Men's Four
settled for second.
In other seperate events, the Women,.s Novice
Four took first at Florida State, and the Men's
Four took a Bronze Medal at the National Sports
Festival.
Crew, currently in its tenth year at UCF, was
one of the earliest athletic programs here at UCF
to provide equal opportunity for both men and
women alike.

Since its beginning in 1972, the Crew team has
been bringing Championship titles to UCF by the
dozens. As a matter of fact Crew was the first
sport at UCF to win a state championship, a
regional championship, and ·n ational championships in both mens and womens divisions.
Coach Kamrad has been coaching the Crew
team since.its Qeginning and has seen the number
of athletes grow to the present 50, including 29
females.
"It's pr~tty exciting that girls are i_n volved,"
stated Kamrad. "I think what attracts them is
that it's more athletic than social, and that there
is no previous athletic experience needed.''
Currently, .the UCF Crew team is being funded
by the Student Government as a sport club, providing them ~th equipment and · some funds to
travel. The rest of the funding is done by the
students themselves. According to Coach
Kami-ad, the funds are not enough.
"Our equipment is limited and in bad shape,"
said Kamrad. "That makes practice more difficult since I can't put everyone on the water."
Although the Student Government is doing its
best, Coach Kamrad would like Crew to be supported and recognized by the UCF Athletic
Department. Being -recognized as a sport wo1,1ld
mean better funding and equipment, plus ''a better attitude" towards the sport. · ·
The UCF Athletic Department does not
recognize Crew as. a sport ~since it is not a Sunshine State Conference sport. However, the Crew
team competes intercollegiately wit~ all Florida
teams, · just as any other Sunshine $tate sport.

Secondly, Crew is not a NCAA recognized sport,
another reason the Department denies Crew
sport status. Crew has its own ruling organiza. tion, the National . Association of Amateur
Oarsmen (NAAO), but abides by most of the
NCAA regulations.
"I have burnt myself out trying to get recognized as a sport. It's come to the point where I've
stopped trying," stated Kamrad. "Now all· I want
to do is to provide my students with a positive experience in Crew."
One goal Kamrad wowd like to reach is to place
a southern 8 Crew team first in the Nationals,
something that has never been done before.
"We have as strong an 8 as we've ever had, but
we 're small in size compared to the other teams,''
stated Kamrad. "The only way they can beat us
is if they are stronger than us." ·
The first meet for the Crew team will be held
March 13 at Lake Maitland when the Metro CUP
,will be at stake. The season won't end till the middle of May, but may continue through June, according to Kamrad. The Crew team could be invited to participate in an invitational held in
Syracuse·University.
. After the Syracuse event, UCF will be competing in the international regatta at Head-of-the- .
Charles. This competition is one of the most prominent regattas in the sport of Crew.
All in all, t·h e UCF Crew team is ready once
more to bring titles to UCF. "I guarantee someone in the national finals, and a top three in the
Southern finals," predicts Kamrad.

_
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Worldly wrestler prepares for region9ls
by Vince Cotroneo

"There are 60 junior colleges with wrestling
programs out there in California," said Miller.
"There are alot more wrestlers and more competition because of it.''
Keeping with the storyline, Miller's move
cross-country to UCF has an irony. While he
wanted to go to Auburn, he wasn't offered
enough of a scholarship so for an unusual reason,
UCF came into the picture.
"My junior college coach was looking for
schools for me to go to," said Miller. "And I
found out that Joe Corso was the head coach at
·

rvtureatatt

Anyone wishing to take a trip around the world
should contact Ron Miller first. In his 23 years,
Miller bu seen his share of places.
The blond-haired Miller also has managed to
put _together an impressive record in the sport of
wrestling. He will conclude his collegiate wrestling career this season after two years with the
Knights. Wrestling, however, is only part of the
story.
Miller, whose father was in military intelligence, was born in Columbus, Ga. From there
it was·three years in Europe, splitting his time in
Germany and Italy. Miller also bounced back to
the states at various bases in Alabama and North
Carolina and then Anchorage, Alaska. It was in
Anchorage where Miller began to make a name
fo1· himself in wrestling.
He spent seven years in Alaska and while in
high school, he placed in the state finals three
times. As a sophomore.and junior, Miller finished
ruriner-up in the 155 pound class, then, in his
senior year, he took the top spot, also in the 155
pound class. It wasn't easy because his parents
moved · back to Columbus · when he was in 11th
grade.
"They went' to Cohpnbus and I didn't want to
go," said Miller, the only senior on the Knight's '
wrestling roster. "I stayed with a friend. Aside.
from wrestling and school, I also worked parttime with a carpenter.
·
"The guys I stayed with in Alaska were Mexican so we went down to Mexico City quite a bit."
Out of high school, it was time for Miller to
move and wrestle somewhere else. So he moved
down the West Coast to Diablo J unior Collge just
outside of San Francisco. In his two years at
Diablo, Miller finished sixth in the state both
years and was team captain. Not a bad accomplishment, but Miller says the level of competition was tough.
Ron Miller

UCF. I thought it was the Joe Corso who was an
OI:frupian, but it wasn't.':
Miller ended the 1981 season on a successful
note, winning the Southeastern regionals at 134
pounds, but his personal life put a burden on him.
"My father passed away about a year and a half
ago.'' said Miller. "I wasn't doing too-well wrestling. I was thinking more about just school
without wrestling. It was tough making the
weight."
.
· His final season with the Knights ·has gone a bit
smoother. Rooming with fellow wrestlers Dave .
. Stanley, Jim Austin and Hank Porcher, Miller
has·compiled a 6-3 dual match record in the 19811982 campaign. He also has ~ new coach in Mike
Aspesi, which has helped as well.
"I just couldn't communicate with Joe," said
Miller. "With Mike, he asks us what we want to
do and I like that. We are a close team.''
There is no official captain on this year's squad,
but according to Aspesi, Miller is as good a candidate as any.
"He is a good leader," said Aspesi. ''He works
hard at practice and works with the other
wrestlers as well.''
Concentration for the most part now is on the
regionals, Feb. 12-13, at Pembroke, N;C. In the
Knights last match of the season, the Clemson
Tiger 8 Invitational, Miller met up with Willie
Dye of ~embroke State and lost by one point. But
he feels if things go according to plan, t hey
should meet again. .
' 'I beat him last year during the regular , ·
season," said Miller. "I think it should be myself
and Dye in the finals (of the regionals). Right
now, I have to lose some weight so I have to put
in a lot of miles. We weigh in just five hours
before matchtime and that might be a factor.
Because I have to lose t hat weight, my endurance
mi~ht be cut.,,.
Looking beyond wrestling, Miller would like to
be a State trooper and also work as a high
school ~estling coach .

What Do You Want.
From College?
Management Training~
Add It To Your Schedule.
-AUTO SALVACE BROKERSAIRPORT TOWINO
USED AUTO PARTS
2.4 HOUR ROAD SERVICE
24 HOUR TOWING
MOVE ABANDOrtED VEHlCLES
BW JUNK CARS
EAST HWV. SO
EMERCENCY #275-8721

ii"

a~
. :E

568-2156

ALAFAVA

UCF

!~

ROck

ffOUSe
Are you tired of .looking for
happiness? No matter what
you do, fulfillment can only
be found in Jesus Christ.
He wants you to know Him
personally. Come and
learn how gr~ot life con
_
__.. bel Tuesdays at 7 p.m.
Th• Rock House
Youth Ministry of Calvary Assembly
1199 Cloy Street, Winter Pork
644-1199
(located between Par and Fairbanks Exits of 1-4)

Y9u're career oriented .
You're interested in
management.
You're an individual
seeking experience in
problem analysis, ·requiring decision-making
results. You want management trainin·g and leadership experience. Exper. ience that will be an asset
in a management career or any career you may
choose.
If you are this individual ,
you can get all of this
experience through the
adventure of Army ROTC. ·

ARMY ROTC
LEARN WHAT
ITT AKES TO LEAD
I or Morl' l 11 1orm.1t1011 Cunt.t< t

Major Ja mes 0. Horn adav
Dept. of M ilita r v St·iencc.
UCF (:l05) 275-24:30
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Sports Shorts/Sports Shorts/Sp,orts Shorts
There will ~ chairs set up in the room for interested spectators.

Sanchez Gets lOOth Win

The Lady Knight basketball team defeated Flagler College in St.
Augustine Satur~y night to up their season record to 14 and 11, but for
Coach Joe Sanchez it was more than just another victory.
·
The win gave Sanchez 100 career collegiate coaching victories, something
which he'll never forget.
"I'll always remember it," said Sanchez. "When I think of number one
hundred, I'll think of UCF and the wonderful ladies that played for me."
The Lady Knights will be in action tonight at Eckerd and tomorrow night
at Tampa.

Intramural Racquetball Tournament
The annual intramural racquetball tournament will be held Feb. 12th
through 14th at the UCF courts. The tournament is o~n to all UCF
students, faculty and staff with ho.th singles and doubles competition ·offered.
·
There. is no entry fee, but all entries must be tlirned in to the Office of
Recreatio~ Services by noon next Friday.

Swimming Pool to Open
Men's Tennis Team to Face Rollins
The swimming pool will be open for limited hours of swimming beginning
The UCF men's Tennis team will play the Rollins Tars next Tuesday on next Thursday. The pool will be open Thursdays from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. and
the UCF tenni1:1 courts.
.
Fridays from 2:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. The pool will be open full time beginning
Coach Van Gladfelter's team has been practicing hard for the match as Spring Break.
.
.
they hope to avenge last year's loss to the Tars.
. According to Gladfelter the match will be close, but he·says he woUldn't
from page i
be surprised if UCF won because "this year's team is very deep on talent
and determination."
Chandler stated that members of freeze to Gardner. Gardner refused
the band may not have known that tq comment on the issue when con·
Goll Team Needs Women Gollers
they were supposed to play at all tacted by the Future.
The UCF golf team is in need of women golfers according to Coach Wayne home games. "They (the band) claim
Chandler said that if the inMendel. Any interested student may contact Mendel by dropping by the they did not have to play at all · vestigation turns up any imathletic office in the Education Building, or by calling him at 275-2256
games, but members of last year's proprieties, "~he allocation will be
ASF Committee told me they (the cut in half, since they have only
LaCross Club Wins 1st M~tch
band)· said they would play at all played at half the gaµies."
The Orlando LaCross Club got off to its best start in recent years by games,'' he said.
Chandler did not say when the
beating the University of South Florida 13-12 in Tampa last Sunday.
Matt Weber, last year's vice- freezes will be lifted. ''They will re- .
There are currendy four UCF students on the OLC squad, attackmen chairman of the ASF ·committee, main in effect until I am satisfied
Chris Polak and Brian Speer, goalie Bill Merino and defenseman Steve said that either Dr. Gary Wolfe, that the money· allocated to these
Antenucci. ·
· Music Department chairman, or organizations is handled properly,''
OLC's home games will be played this year at Wymore Tech Field, with Jerry Gardner,band:director,told the Chandler said.
plans for next. year's games to be played at UCF.
Rob Rotter, chairman of the South
committee that all home games
. Any students who want to play !across s~ould call 628-5217 for details. would be attended by the Pep Band. Orlando Campus Student GovernAccording to Weber, both Gard- ment Association, called the campus
Wrestling Match Tonight
ner and Wolfe made variou~ presen- budget freezes an "overreaction."
The .UCF wrestling team will have one more tune up before the tations concernfo.g the Music "He (C.handler) overreacted without
southea~tem Regionals begin next week. .
'
Department and he could not gathering facts or holding a hearing
'
The University of Miami will bring a club team to UCF to take on the remember which of the two made to investigate the situation."
Knights this evening at 7 p.m. in the wrestling room of the Education the statement to the ASf Commit· · Chandler said the freezes were
Building.
issued to allow SG time to intee.
"I don't expect them to be very experienced," said Coach Mike Aspesi.
The Pep Band Director is Dr. vestigate. the problems and to "enJ'm going to wrestle some of my less experienced guys to let them see Steven Owens. He referred all ques- sure ·that· everyone knows and ·
some action before the regionals."
tions concerning the Pep Band follows the proper procedures."

Frozen - - - - - - - - -

1

41

.

••
••
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••

;.

DAILY HAPPY HOUR
l l AM to 7 PM
2-FO·R -lDRINKS
$1 OFF ON PITCHERS

•:BECAUSE.WE LOVE:.
•
•• THE LADIES... ••
••
••
:
FREE
:
•: · ADMISSION
•
:
•

••:

MONDAY•••••••••"
•Pool Tournament• Cash Prizes ·
•Quart Night $1. 75

:

EVERY NIGHT
BUT TUESDAYS

WEDNESDAY•••••.• ••
•HAPPY HOUR
All Day & Evening
2 For 1 Drinks
$1 Off Pitch~rs
THURSDAY•••••••••
•Ladies Night
~ Free Drinks for Ladies
SUNDAY ••••••~• •••_•
•HAPPY HOUR
All Day & Evening
2 For 1 Drinks
$1 Off Pitchers

:

•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••
•
••
••
••
••
•
•

TUESDAY ••••••••••
• Drin.k or Drown
8PMto12PM
Girls $3/Guys $5
All You Can Drink!

•:

ORLANDO, FLA.

UPCOMING CONCERTS

MARCH ·7
MIKE LOVE
& THE ENDLESS SUMMER BEACH BAN·o

MARCH 11
HIT RECORDINC;i·ARTI.S TS

. QUARTERFLASH·
... TICKETS AVAILABLE SOON ...
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BSU events honor Black Awareness Month
The UCF Black Student Union
is celebrating national Black
Awareness Month by sponsoring
the appearance of Benjamin
Hooks, executive director of the
NAACP.
Previously, the BSU scheduled
only a week of events. However,
the organization this year decided
to hold at least one event each
week of the month.
Today, the American Muslim
Mission will conduct.a seminar on
the economic, social and cultural
effects of slavery. The event, as
are all others, is open to the public
and free. It will be held at 3 p.m.
in the SC Lounge.
Et.\!h Wednesday throughout
the month, a career seminar will
be held from noon to 2:30 p.m. in

the SC Lounge. Sponsored by
UCF's Placement Center. The
seminars will explore job opportunities and will explain how
students can better use Placement Center.· .
Walter Fauntroy, congressional
delegate from .Washington, D.C.,
will speak Feb. IO in the Engineering Auditorium at 8 p.m. Fauntroy is also chairman of the National Congressional Black.
Caucus and director of the
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference·.
Feb. 13 has been declared Communi~y Interaction Day by the
BSU. To be held at the High
· Q-Quality Inn on International
Drive, the event is designed to
give students and community

members the opportunity to interact and socialize. It begins at 9
p.m.
Benjamin Hooks .will speak in
the SC Auditorium Feb.16 at 7:30
p.m. The edvent is free but dona~
tions will be accepted.
An open forum held in conjunction with UCF's Association of
Black Employees will highlight
Feb. 20. Campus issues will be
primary topics. The forum will
run from 1 to 4 p.m. The place will
be announced at a later date.
The month will end with a
seminar conducted by Mansong
Kullubally, representative of the
group, Some Positive People.
Male and female relations will be
the subject of the seminar and lecture in the SC Lou~ge at 2:30 p.m.

i..---------------~--------------------------------------------------------------~--~

CHOICES

from page 6

."Most students come in here with
vague ideas about what kind of job
they want, but CHOICES helps
thetn set their priorities and decide
on specific careers," Pinder said.
AN

She added that students seem to
feel . more comfortable talking to a
computer than a counselor and will
provide more information . about
their interests.

''Students know that the machine
can't tell whether they're male or
female and that a computer won't
make a moral judgement on their
priorities," Pinder ·said.

· . ARE You0NE-IN-A-MILLION?------

According to statistics provided
by Pinder, · almost twice as many
females as males use the system and
more sophomores and juniors use it
than seniors. "CHOICES caµ help
everyone, even graduates," Pinder
said.

OBJECTIVE

THINKER

COMMITTED

TO

TRUTH

RATHER

THAN

POPULARLY-HELD RELIGIOUS TEACHINGS, YET WITH A DEEP LOVE FOR
Goo? WHEN TRUTH CONFLICTS WITH LONG-HELD BELIEFS, DOES YOUR

-~OMMITMENT TO TRUTH OUTWEIGH 'THE POPULAR NOTION? lF SO, EX·
PLORE MANY DOCUMENTED HISTORICAL FACTS, COVERED-OVER FOR
MILLENIA (AND NOT TAUGHT IN SEMINARIES), SURROUNDING JUDAISM
AND CHRISTIANITY., (INVOLVES LONG-TERM STUDY IN SUCH AREAS AS
. lsT-4TH CENTURY HISTORY, TEXTUAL CRITICISM, HEBREW, GREEK,
ARCHAEOLOGY, ETC.) PHONE FOR APPT. MENSAN YIRI BEN-DAVID,

Abbie

UCF planning
2nd endowed
chair
UCF and area leaders are planning
a $1,Q00,000 endowed chair in computer science to honor the university's first president.
Dr. Louis Murray, the Orlando
physician who chairs the local fund
committee said, ''The Charles N.
Millican Endowed Chair ·of Computer Science" would "reflect the
esteem and friendship shared by so
many for a man who did so much for
our community."
The university has received
pledges for nearly half of the
$600,000inprivatesourcesrequired
to establish an endowed chair under
Florida's Eminent ·s cholars Act. In
the next few months, the committee
will contact prospective donors in
order to qualify for the remaining
$400,000 from state trust funds. It
would be the second endowed chair
at UCF.·
Millican, who was recently named
President Emeritus, took the leadership of the university in October
1965. He stepped down from the
presidency .in 1978 and returned to
teaching in the College of Business
Administration. Subsequently he
retired from the university system
and opened a private consulting firm
in Winter Park .

-from page 1

RABBI, BETH HANATz'iuM SYNAGOGUE, 423-5397 WEEKDAYS AND

It's a matter of life
and breath!

SUNDAY .

Your local

Azeem Hairstylin·S

LUNG
Association

The Scientific Approach to a Total Look
for Me.n and Women .. .lncludes Hair Analysis

OPEN
9-5 Tues.-Sat.
Thurs. eve.
by appt. only

41111. .

.?.
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SG should reach out to resident ·centers
South Orlando, Daytona Beach .
and Brevard Resident Centers are
all part of UCF. They are just as
much a part of our university as the
K~g~ts Den or the .Humaniti~s
Buildin~. The problem is no one m
the main campus student govern~ent .really kno!s ~hat's going on
out m the boomes.
The communications between SG
and. the Student Government
Associations at the resident centers
are weak. So weak, that the association chairman (the resident center's
delegate to the main campus senate)
at South Orlando was -able to place
orders for over $1,200 in camera and
photographic equipment for the
center without the necessary approval or knowledge of SG's executive branch.
.
Student Body President George
Chandler discovered the abuse and
froze the accounts of the South

Orlando and Daytona Beach resident centers.
Resident centers should have been
more closely monitored. This was
not a case of the right hand not
knowing what the left hand was doing-it was a case of the hand not
knowing what its 'fingers were doing. After all, the Student Govemment Associations of the resident
centers are subdivisions of Student
Government.
The main.campus senate responded as well. It passed new finance
guidelines for resident centers Tues~y~ that had been rejected one week
earlier. In the past, the branch campuses kept 60 percent of all Activity
and Service Fee money generated by
their enrollment, and gave the rest
to the main campus. Tuesday, the
senate voted to limit the amount of
money allowed to the area campuses ·
to 35 percent stipulating that the re-

Column
Mike Griff in

mainder must revert to the main .
campus.
Now that the senate ha·s more control over money generated by the
resident centers, resident center
students are in even ~eater need of
representation on the main campus.
Frustration with representation
was expressed by one student who
called me about the needs of the resident campuses.
'
She told me that she was shocked
that money was used to buy a
camera when there is need for simple
things like a coin-operated copy .
machine. She said the South Orlan-

do campus has only one, which can
only be operated by a secretary.
There ar~ suggestion boxes at the
South Orlando campus, but are such
means really enough for a campus
which now will be turning more of
its money over to a senate several
miles away?
.
The student senate needs to form
three committees made up of senate
members to investigate the needs of
the resident centers. One member of
each committee is to be elected by
the resident centers.
Once a month the committee
would meet on the campus it
represents. Students complaints
and suggestions could be heard at
these meetings.
This way, the main campus would
be informed about resident campus
actions and policies. Resident campus students would be guaranteed
their voice in the senate.

Letters
Thanks for keg party r.ules
Editor:
.
I can certainly vouch· for the pitfalls of throWing a
kegger. As an Air Force dependent, I have witnessed
countless abuses of liquor and beer purchases, in base
package stores. The "cheap beer" helped cut the cost
·Of town keggers and often eliminated a deposit fee.
I might mention that our tax dollars help military
families obtain lower prices for food, clothing, and
other personal goods. It is shame that we dependents,
misuse our privileges in the name of self-indulgence.
Obtaining a $25 liquor license doesn't seem too difficult, and is.·an excellent method to avoid future conflict. I feel assured our_UCF organizations will use the
utmost caution and discretion in future purchases of
beer.
I'm glad (reporter) Mike West took the time to point
out the "rules" concerning keggers. It will make such
gatherings safer, better, and more law7abiding for all of
us ·who enjoy them.
Charlotte Wenner

Play it again, band

BUT WHAT ARE Wf Go1N6 TO DO

WITHOVT IT ' ?

Federal Budget: Axing Education
ftei!IR8l'D"""'iq1t'""BtJQD-pt1F --41+--tl--hirHn"IT'r-iin-1~3, and guaranteed student

cut from $3 billion to $2.4
ests cutting Title I

Editor:
Who is this band Transatlantique? Mainstream
melodic? What? How about "mainstream Xerox"? The
music that the band copies is done very well, but when
Gaworecki says he is "creating," I tend to question his
credentials. If a writer copies word for word from his
resource, he is creating? I've always been taught that
one must impr~vise or innovate in order to create.
I have followed TA for two years. Not once have I
witnessed a ~orig' or solo that has been the creation of
the musicians themselves . .Even their original songs
contain progressions ~d cadences that are considered
cliche in the language of a musician. I wonder if they .
even know how to improvise a solo. Most people should
realize that all these boys are doing is taking your
money and offering you songs that can be copied in 20
·minutes.
I would like to say that (band member) Kubik
became "smitten" by the art of copying music, not
creating it. However, even the life of a Xerox musician
is tough and the hours long, but TA doesn't even .offer
quantity to their audience. Which is something any
respectable Xerox band should give its audience.
Let's applaud Transatlantique for their hard work
and dedication, but let's hope for a blessed relief from
the same old song and dance.
·
Jeff Adkins
see More Letters, page 19
Letters must be submitted to the Future prior to
Monday at 5 p.m. Th~y must bear the writer's
signature and phone number, and must not exceed
250 words.
The Future reserves tile right to edit letters to fit
... av~l~le sp._ce.
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.STUDENT GOVERNMENT ·
NEws··
S.G. PHOTO SERVICE
.COMING SOON •
.

-

.

'

l

!

.

.AT THE CENTRALIZED SERVICES DESK
IN THE STUDENT CENTER

SERVICE IN-CLUDES:
FILM.DEVELOPMENT SLIDE DEVELOPMENT PHOTO ENLARGEMENT
, .Centralized Serviees

'

'

.Senate Aetion

Student Cent.er 203
Theatres:
-- Geµeral Cinema 82.25
Seminole
.Altamonte
Parkwood
Fashion Square ·
---Interstate 6 82.25
~--Wometco

L

(
·VICE PRESIDENT TICO PEREZ
WAS ELECTED CHAIRMAN OF THE 1982
A&SF BUDGETING COMMITTEE

82.25

Park East & W.e st .
--Eastern Federal 82.25
Northgate4
Conway Twin
Orange Blossom 2

Dinner Theatres:
Once Upon A Stage 812.00
· Musicana 810.00
Theatre On Park 86.00

ATLARGESENATOR .
DAVID BARTHOLOMEW
WAS ELECTED
PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE
OFTHEUCFSTUDENTSENATE
BILLS PASSED:
APPROVED: $197 .00 TO BRING
REP. TOM BUSH FOR THE
·VICTIMLESS CRIME SEMINAR
FEBRUARYlST

Attraetions:
Daisey's Basement
(1 Free Drink)
Circus World-Adult
_Children
Busch Gardens
Fun In The Sun
East-WestExpressway
(10.Tickets)

82.50
87.50
85.50
87.50
85.00
82.00

SENATE MEETINGS
ARETUESDAYSAT3PM
IN
PORTABLE CLASSROOM 107
EVERYONE.IS WELCOME

L. . .

J

'
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Nobel .winner
enlightens UCF
by Liea Moller
Future atatf

Dr. Albert Schawlow, a Nobel prize winn·
, ing physicist, visited UCF Tuesday and
spoke to a group of students, faculty
members and any other people that could
squeeze into the packed engineering
auditorium.
Schawlow, who looks like any ordinary
college professor, captivated his audience by
presenting his lecture with an air of frivoli·
ty. Students had the opportunity to see
lasers in action as Schawlow made them
dance along the walls, pop ballons and use
the laser as a pointer for his slides.
The Nobel prize was awareded to
Schawlow for his work in laser spec·
troscopy.
•
-Schawlow became interested in laser
research in the 1940's. His interest grew,
and in the 50s he started his own in depth
research on the laser.
_His first paper on the laser was published
in 1957. Much of his work is outdated, but
the main principles are still in use today.
Currently, Schawlow is a .professor of
physics at Stanford University. He has won
numerous awards at prestigious fellowships
throughout the world.
When asked about the future, Schawlow
predicts that he will find a new and different
topic to research. He says, ''In the past I
have changed projects many times and will
do so in the future. There is never an end to
ideas." A

An unsafe city park is being restored by
Columbia and Barnard University
students, _who are trimming and cutting ·
away dense undergrowth in which
criminals can hide. The students clean up
the park on a regular basis and spend
some weekend time trimming and removing bushes and trees.

-------

After a month of debate over a controversial plan to elect its first homecom·
ing queen, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology students voted to support
the contest. Many students had argued
such contests are sexist and degrading to
women. The new tradition ends an old
one-last year, the student judged
Ugliest Man on 'Campus -was crowned at
homecoming.

----··

Proving state residency is now harder
to do in California where the state
legislature is trying to limit the number
of students eligible for low in-state tui·
tion. Nonresident students trying to
establish residency must now prove they
have been financially independent for at
least three years. Nonresidents pay
$2:~mo in tuition and $900 in fees, while
in-state students pay only the $900 in
fees.

•••••

A California college student who put
himself through school by tracking down

$20,000 in little-known scholarships and
grants, is now trying to do the same thing
for other students.
Using a computer system he developed
at home, Daniel Cassidy created the National Scholarship Research Service,
which links students with about 50,000
private educational grants. Some of the
scholarships are a bit unusual: the
University of.Arizona offers a $500 award
to a student with high grades who can
also rope cattle.
For $35, a student receives a computer
print-out of potential funding
sources-based on different factors including age, marital status, affiliation
with a union or club, academic honors,
hobbies or language skills.

--···

Liverpool, England (CH): A Cambridge
University stud~nt recently dispelled the
myth of the stuffy Briton when he
qualified to run for Parliament. John Des·
mond Lewis paid a 96c fee to enter his
name on the ballot as Tarquin Fintimlinbinwhinbimlin Bus Stop-Ftang-OleBiscuit Barrel.
, Mayor William Bull~n. who must read
the full names of Parliamentary can·
didates on national television, objected.
No matter, said the erstwhile can·
didate, who had the backing o{ the Cambridge's Raving Looney Society. "I am a
nonpolitical candidate," he said. "I am
simply very silly."

~-------~------------~-----,
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LAUNDRY

II .

SAVE

& DRY CLEANING

10% WITH THIS COUPON OR UCF-I.D.

ON YouR WASH, DRY CLEANING,

Pi~za
~2309 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, Florida

Italian Restaurant &

COME FOR THE BEST ITALIAN
COOKING & PIZZA IN TOWN
AND RECEIVE A 10% DISCOUNT
WITH YOUR UCF l.D. CARD

I
I

I

AT THE

273-3631

Salads, Spaghetti, Ravioli,
Lasagna, Manicotti, Calzone,
Steak Hamburgers, Subs,
Sicilian & Napolitan Pizza

WINE&
BEER
AVAILABLE

FoLn

-

PHONE:

I
1
1

SEMORAN

NExTTo THE FAIRWAY $HOPPING CENTER/BEHIND THE MoBILE STATION

678-3414

,'

I
I

L-----~--------------------~

The renaissance in advanced
technology-is here, now, at
Martin Marietta
Orlando Aerospace

WE SPECIALIZE IN TAKE-OUT ORDERS
CALL
Delight Yourself
By Trying Our:

& WASH, DRY &

104 s. SE MORAN BOULEY ARD
INTERSECTION OF UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD &

OPEN 7:30AM. 9:00PM DAILY . 8:00AM. 9:00PM SATURDAY"& SUNDAY

"You really haven't tasted Italian Food until you try us."

•

:

MON.·THURS.
11:30-10
FRIDAY 11:30-11
SATURDAY 3-11
SUNDAY 1-10

There"< a hraw, new world of exciring ·ideas and
challcng1 ng rechnolog1es and it'. here, now! As a college
graduate, rnu 'JI ha\-e the t>pportunity to contribute to
rhi' cxcinng and changing world. Ar Martin-Marietta,
our ream of professio n a l~ has been responsible for some
of the most important t~hnin1l advann:' ir. the field!' of :wiation and electronic technology. Our
pmjen list includes work on rarncal interdin1on <vstem~. fire rnntrol 'vstem , target acquisition and
designation systems, FUR T\" and imaging >vm:m>, and rou mcrmcasurc systems. \X'e also design and develop m1niromputcrs and mKmP.mces.1lr:< for m1s;1h: nmtml . vsrcms. Our projects arc state-of-theart and challenging with mam- 11urstanding 11pporruniric!' for personal growth and professional
ad\·imccment .

..

ix·l'

ure seeking md1nd1u1/s 1wh degree.

111

thl' jollou mi:

Electrical Engineering (BS/MS)
Mechanical Engineering (BS/MS)
Industrial Engineering
Aeronautical/Aerospace Engineering
(~rcer

Opporrwuw.:s <lTt' tll wwhlc

111

<1rl'u.1:

Metallurgical Engineering
Engineering Physics/Optics
Computer Science (Engineering)

clu:sc <ffl'LL' :

RF Sytems
Digital/Analog Design
Systems Design, Requirements,
Integration
Guidance and Control
Aerodynamics, Thermodynamics
and Propulsion
Manufacturing Engineering & Process
Industrial_Engineering

Software Design and Analysis
·Stress/Structural Analysis and Design
Microelectronics
Logistics/Product Support
Engineering Administration
Operations Analysis
Automatic Test Equipment (ATE)
Power Systems (Missile)
-

In aJuiti11n tP the Put,tanJm~ 1lJ'J'<lnu111t1L» t•' l"X<'l'I anJ nd\·:mce, \1arc in \fariena's Orlando
IPLatlPll Ptt~·r' vear-nlunJ 'l>L1al. ,-ulturnl anJ TL"L"n:atiunal ani\·irie'-

Our Company Representatives Will Be On Campus

care.
Th.e FTD Valentine Bud Vase is generally a'V'ailable for less than $12-50. As
independent retailers, FTD Florists set their ow~ p1rices. Service ch~rges
and delivery may be additionaL ©1982 Florists Tronsworld Delivery
Association.
.
®Registered trademark of Florists' Transworld Delivery Association.
*A cooperatively-owned floral wire and membershi service_

THD_RSDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1982
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1982
Contact Your College ·Placement Office for Details
If VllU are unahll· tP ffil'L'I w1rh u' ar rh1, nme, ,enJ ;i letter or re~uml! in cnnfidem·e r0: Robert C.
Pemgn:w; Cillege Rdarinm \l ;m~gl'r. \1.1rtin \fom;rr<t l)rlanuo_Aem,pacc, P.O. Box )81i-MP#59,
l 1rl;mdt>, Florida 12:-i· )_ \\'l' are an cq.llitl "l'l'"rtuni't\- emplo\·er, m f, h.

MARTIN MARIETTA

II

~ ~-
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UCF MARKETING ASSOCIATION
presents

IN THE HEART OF THE NIGHT
I

'

.

co-sponsored by
A fundraiser for the
American Heart Association

I
I

A DANCE

I

Thursday, February 11
7:30 - 2:.00 am

.GRAN.D PRIZES

donated by
U N IT E D N A TI 0 NA L TR A V E L o f .T it u s vi 11 e

TWO Weekends for two in the Bahamas ·
Freep .o rt and Nassau

First Prize

t·~

ONE COMPLETE WATERBED ·

... (:c,_c·• .:_. c

('t'!LA.~OC.

r~

;..?:-~e-

OTHER PRIZES DONATED BY
Bennigan's
.
.
Hair Factory
Pants USA
Village Inn
Classic Look Cisco's Cafe Centre Court
Style Maker$
Lady Foot
Laser World
Chi Chi'~
Record Mart
El Torito
Sam's Pub & Deli . Music Shack
Record Reef
Fiower Mart
Pe tt y. Me-a t s
Mand a r in FirstEast I n.d i·a
8 re wm aster's
Baskin Robbins
P eo p J e's
Di ab' s
Doro s a' s
Hair H·or i z on' s
Bi c y c I e Cast I e· . Nau ti I us at .Red.bug
Casa Ga II a rd o
Godfather's Pizza
Keller Music
Mcinerney Ford
Hangar One
The Gap
Be I k Lind s a Y
park Avenue CI u b
Came r-a & Photo C-e n t er _ . Herndon Aviation
Barretts Marine · Old Dutch Imports
Village Bedding
Rosie O'Grady's
Burdines
.· · T om H a I e - W D B.0 ' F a n ta st i c S am s '
D u n c a n ' s Pet W or Id . · C a r v e I Ice C re a m
Flower Hut
Parrot·-dise Aviary
Designer's Den
.Beautiful Expressions
Lord Snips
T w o ·F I i g ht s U p
Kit c~h en Sink

Arthur Murray Studio
Regis Hairstyling
Flanagan's Nautilus
An g e Ii n o s S u b s h o p M r . B ' s H a i rs t y I i n g _H a n s o n ' s S h o e R e p a i r
F a ~- h i o n S q .. C i n e m a
R h e i n a u e r s·'
Ma r s ha ' s Ha ir F a c t o r y
The Cutting Room.
.Strictly Graphics
Computerland
94th Aero Squadro-n
Showalter Flying Service
Victoria Hafr Stations
Command Performance
C h u c k E . C h e e s·e ' s
Nautilus at Goldenrod
Michael's Italian -Restaurant
·O r I a n d o · T e n n i s · & R a c q u e t C I u b
Alv ·i n R. Holte Realty
Olympia Greek Restaurant
· Sunshine Fashion of Indialantic Mike Smith at Rosemont
0 n S-t a g e B e a u t y S a I o n
Arigato Japanese Steak.house WK IS the information station
Nau ti I us Fitness Force

TICKETS: . $5.00 advance - $5·. 50 door availabre at
~-t.. TIME: 7:30pm to ~:OOam .
kiosk and major ticket agencies
~. DRESS: informal
Call 27. 5~210. 8 for info

